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THE ELEVEN DIMENSIONAL SUPERGRAVITY EQUATIONS
ON EDGE MANIFOLDS
XUWEN ZHU
Abstract. We study the eleven dimensional supergravity equations which
describe a low energy approximation to string theories and are related to M-
theory under the AdS/CFT correspondence. These equations take the form of
a non-linear differential system, on B7 × S4 with the characteristic degeneracy
at the boundary of an edge system, associated to the fibration with fiber
S4. We compute the indicial roots of the linearized system from the Hodge
decomposition of the 4-sphere following the work of Kantor, then using the
edge calculus and scattering theory we prove that the moduli space of solutions,
near the Freund–Rubin states, is parametrized by three pairs of data on the
bounding 6-sphere.
1. Introduction
Supergravity is a theory of local supersymmetry, which arises in the representa-
tions of super Lie algebras [VN81]. A supergravity system is a low energy approx-
imation to string theories [Nas11], and can be viewed as a generalization of Ein-
stein’s equation. Nahm [Nah78] showed that the dimension of the system is at most
eleven in order for the system to be physical, and in this dimension if the system
exists it is unique. The existence of such systems was later shown [CS77] by con-
structing a specific solution. More special solutions were constructed by physicists
later [CDF+84, VN85, BST87]. Witten [Wit97] showed that under the AdS/CFT
correspondence M-theory is related to 11-dimensional supergravity, and there are
more recent results [BFOP02]. Under dimensional reduction the fields break into
many subfields and there are many such lower dimensional systems [Nah78]. The
full eleven dimensional case, with only two fields, is in many ways the simplest to
consider.
We are specifically interested in the bosonic sectors in the supergravity theory,
which is a system of equations on the 11-dimensional product manifoldM = B7×S4,
the product of a 7-dimensional ball and a 4-dimensional sphere. The fields are a
metric, g, and a 4-form, F . Derived as the variational equations from a Lagrangian,
the supergravity equations are
(1)
Rαβ =
1
12 (Fαγ1γ2γ3F
γ1γ2γ3
β − 112Fγ1γ2γ3γ4F γ1γ2γ3γ4gαβ)
d ∗ F = − 12F ∧ F
dF = 0
where Rαβ is the Ricci tensor, and we are using the Einstein summation notation
here. For simplicity later, we also use the following notation
F ◦ F := 1
12
(Fαγ1γ2γ3F
γ1γ2γ3
β −
1
12
Fγ1γ2γ3γ4F
γ1γ2γ3γ4gαβ).
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The nonlinear supergravity operator has an edge structure in the sense of Mazzeo
[Maz91], which is a natural generalization in this context of the product of a confor-
mally compact manifold and a compact manifold. We consider solutions as sections
of the edge bundles, which are rescalings of the usual form bundles. The Fredholm
property of certain elliptic edge operators is related to the invertibility of the corre-
sponding normal operator N(L), which is the lift of the operator to the front face
of the double stretched space X2e which appears in the resolution of these opera-
tors. The invertibility of the normal operator is in turn related to its action on
appropriate polyhomogeneous functions at the left boundary of X2e , the form of the
expansion of the solution is determined by the indicial operator Is(L). The inverse
of the indicial operator Is(L)
−1 exists and is meromorphic on the complement of
a discrete set {s ∈ specb L}, the set of indicial roots of L which are the exponents
in the expansion. In this way the indicial operator as a model on the boundary
determines the form of the leading order expansion of the solution.
One solution for this system is given by the metric which is the product of the
round sphere with a Poincare´–Einstein metric on B7 with a volume form on the 4-
sphere as the 4-form, in particular the Freund–Rubin solution [FR80] is contained in
this class. Recall that a Poincare´–Einstein manifold is one that satisfies the vacuum
Einstein equation and has a conformal degeneracy at the boundary. In the paper
by Graham and Lee [GL91], solutions are constructed which are Cn−1,γ close to the
hyperbolic metric on the ball Bn near the boundary. They showed that every such
perturbation is determined by the conformal data on the boundary sphere. We will
follow a similar idea here for the equation (1), replacing the Ricci curvature operator
by the nonlinear supergravity operator, considering its linearization around one of
the product solutions, and using a perturbation argument to show that all the
solutions nearby are determined by three pairs of data on the boundary.
Kantor studied this problem in his thesis [Kan09], where he computed the indicial
roots of the system and produced one family of solutions by varying along a specific
direction of the 4-form. In this paper we use Hodge decomposition to get the
same set of indicial roots and show that all the solutions nearby are prescribed by
boundary data for the linearized operator, more specifically, the indicial kernels
corresponding to three pairs of special indicial roots.
1.1. Equations derived from the Lagrangian. The 11-dimension supergravity
theory contains the following information on an 11-dimensional manifold M : a
metric g ∈ Sym2(M) and a 4-form F ∈ ∧4(M). The Lagrangian L is
(2) L(g,A) =
∫
M
RVolg −1
2
(∫
M
F ∧ ∗F +
∫
M
1
3
A ∧ F ∧ F
)
.
Here R is the scalar curvature of the metric g, A is a 3-form such that F is the
field strength F = dA. The first term is the classical Einstein–Hilbert action, and
the second and the third one are respectively of Yang–Mills and Maxwell type.
Note here we are only interested in the equations derived from the variation of
Lagrangian and the variation only depends on F = dA, therefore we only need F
to be globally defined but with only locally defined Ai on coordinate patches Ui.
Then
(3) δAi
(∫
Ui
Ai ∧ F ∧ F
)
= 3
∫
Ui
δAi ∧ F ∧ F
shows that the variation of this term is F ∧ F .
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The supergravity equations (1) are derived from the Lagrangian above (see sec-
tion 2). Since the Ricci operator is not elliptic, we follow [GL91] and add a gauge
breaking term
(4) Φ(g, t) = δ∗gg∆gtId
to the first equation. Then we apply d∗ to the 2nd equation, and combine this with
the third equation to obtain the system:
Q : S2(T ∗M)⊕∧4(M)→ S2(T ∗M)⊕∧4(M)
(5)
(
g
F
)
7→
(
Ric(g)− Φ(g, t)− F ◦ F
d ∗ (d ∗ F + 12F ∧ F )
)
which is the nonlinear system we will be studying.
1.2. Edge metrics and edge Sobolev spaces. Edge differential and pseudo-
differential operators were formally introduced by Mazzeo [Maz91]. The general
setting is a compact manifold with boundary, M, where the boundary has in addi-
tion a fibration
π : ∂M → B.
In the setting considered here, M = B7 × S4 is the product of a seven dimensional
closed ball (identified as the hyperbolic space) and a four-dimensional sphere. The
relevant fibration has the four-sphere as fibre:
S4 // ∂M = S6 × S4
π

S6.
The space of edge vector fields Ve(M) is the Lie algebra consisting of those
smooth vector fields on M which are tangent to the boundary and such that the
induced vector field on the boundary is tangent to the fibre of π. Another Lie
algebra of vector fields we will be using is Vb(M) which is the space of all smooth
vector fields tangent to the boundary [Mel93]. As a consequence,
(6) Ve ⊂ Vb, [Ve,Vb] ⊂ Vb.
In terms of local coordinates, let (x, y1, y2, ...y6) be the coordinates on the upper
half space model for hyperbolic space H7, and (z1, . . . , z4) be the coordinates on
the sphere S4. Then locally Vb is spanned by {x∂x, ∂yi , ∂zj}, while Ve is spanned
by {x∂x, x∂yi , ∂zj}. The edge forms are the wedge product of the dual form to the
edge vector fields Ve, with a basis: { dxx , dy
i
x , dz
j}, and the edge 2-tensor bundle
is formed by the tensor product of the basis. We will work on the following edge
vector bundle:
Definition 1.1. Let K be the edge bundles, the sections of which are symmetric
2-tensors and 4-forms:
(7) K := e Sym2(M)⊕ e ∧4 M.
Edge differential operators form the linear span of products of edge vector fields
over smooth functions. We denote the set of m-th order edge operator as Diffme (M)
and we will see that the supergravity operator Q is a nonlinear edge differential
operator, so a nonlinear combination of elements of Diff∗e(M).
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Let L2e(M) be the L
2 space with respect to the edge volume form which locally
is given by x−7dxdy1 . . . dy6dz1 . . . , dz4. The edge-Sobolev spaces are given by
(8) Hse (M) = {u ∈ L2e(M)|V1 . . . Vku ∈ L2e(M), 0 ≤ k ≤ s, Vi ∈ Ve(M)}.
However, for purpose of regularity we are also interested in hybrid spaces with
additional tangential regularity, as the existence of solutions with infinitely smooth
b-regularity gives polyhomogeneous expansions. Therefore we define the hybrid
Sobolev space with both boundary and edge regularity:
(9) Hs,ke,b (M) = {u ∈ Hse (M)|V1 . . . Viu ∈ Hse (M), 0 ≤ i ≤ k, Vj ∈ Vb(M)}.
By the commutation relation (6), Hs,ke,b (M) is well defined, that is, independent of
the order in which edge and b-vector fields are applied, and the proof is given in
proposition A.1. For the vector bundle K over M , the Sobolev spaces Hs,ke,b (M ;K)
can be similarly defined by choosing an orthonormal basis and are independent of
choices.
These Sobolev spaces are defined so that edge operators map between them, i.e.,
for any m-th order edge operator P ∈ Diffme (M),
(10) P : Hs,ke,b (M)→ Hs−m,ke,b (M),m ≤ s.
which is proved in proposition A.2.
1.3. Poincare´–Einstein metrics on B7. The product of an arbitrary Poincare´–
Einstein metric with the spherical metric provides a large family of solutions to this
system. For any Poincare´–Einstein metric h with curvature −6c2 with c > 0, the
following metric and 4-form gives a solution to equations (1):
(11) u =
(
h× 9
c2
gS4 , cVolS4
)
.
According to [GL91], the Poincare´–Einstein metrics near the hyperbolic metric
can be obtained by perturbation of the conformal boundary data. More specifically,
there is the following result:
Proposition 1.2 ([CS77]). Let M = Bn+1 be the unit ball and hˆ the standard
metric on Sn. For any smooth Riemannian metric gˆ on Sn which is sufficiently
close to hˆ in C2,α norm if n > 4 or C3,α norm if n = 3, for some 0 < α < 1, there
exists a smooth metric g on the interior of M , with a C0 conformal compactification
satisfying
Ric(g) = −ng, g has conformal infinity [gˆ].
We are mainly interested in the solutions that are perturbations of such product
solutions, in particular, we will focus on the solutions with c = 6 in (11) and h
being the hyperbolic metric on the ball, i.e. on X = H7 × S4:
(12) u0 = (t,W ) =
(
gH7 ×
1
4
gS4 , 6VolS4
)
,
which is also known as the Freund–Rubin solution.
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1.4. Main theorem. Besides the boundary conformal data that prescribes the
Poincare´–Einstein metric, we will show that there are additionally three pairs of
data on S6 that together parametrize the solution to (1).
First we define three bundles on S6 that correspond to the incoming and outgoing
boundary data for the linearized supergravity operator.
Definition 1.3. Let V ±1 to be the space of 3-forms with ∗S eigenvalue ±i:
V ±1 := {v±1 ∈ C∞(S6;
∧3
T ∗S6) : ∗S6v1 = ±iv1}.
Let V ±2 and V
±
3 be the smooth functions on the 6-sphere tensored with eigenforms
on 4-sphere:
V +2 = V
−
2 := {v2 = f2 ⊗ ξ16 : f2 ∈ C∞(S6), ξ16 ∈ Ecl16(S4)},
V +3 = V
−
3 := {v3 = f3 ⊗ ξ40 : f3 ∈ C∞(S6), ξ40 ∈ Ecl40(S4)},
where Eclλ (S
4) is the space of closed 1-forms with eigenvalue λ on S4. We also set
V = ⊕3i=1V +i .
Remark 1.4. Note the dimension of the closed 1-forms with the first and second
eigenvalues are determined by the degree 2 and 3 spherical harmonics in 4 variables,
which, respectively, are 5 and 14 dimensional.
We also require three numbers that define the leading term in the expansion of
the solution, which come from indicial roots computation listed in Appendix B:
(13) θ±1 = 3± 6i, θ±2 = 3± i
√
21116145/1655, θ±3 = 3± i3
√
582842/20098.
From the indicial calculation, we also see that the real parts of all other indicial
roots are at least distance 1 away from 3. And from here we fix a number
δ ∈ (0, 1).
Then we define three scattering operators to relate the incoming and outgoing
data:
Definition 1.5. Let Si, i = 1, 2, 3, be the scattering operators defined as
Si : V
+
i → V −i
for equation (3.24), and equation (3.25) with eigenvalues 16 and 40, such that the
linearized operator dQ acting on the leading part of (15) is contained in O(x3+δ).
We also introduce the following notation of splitting of forms and tensors. For
the product manifold M = H7 × S4, use πH7 and πS4 for the projection of M onto
the two components, then we can define
e ∧i,j M = π∗
H7
(0 ∧i H7) ∧ π∗
S4
(∧jS4)
and we have the following identification
(14) e ∧ℓ M = ⊕i+j=ℓe ∧i,j M
That is, for H ∈ e ∧ℓ M , we have
H =
∑
i+j=ℓ
H(i,j)
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where H(i,j) has the form
∑
k fkαk∧βk, αk ∈ 0∧iH7, βk ∈ ∧jS4. More specifically,
locally near the boundary H(i,j) is given by the form
x−idx ∧ dyI−1 ∧ dzJ + x−idyI ∧ dzJ′
where dyI−1 is an (i−1)-form in the span of {dyI1∧. . . dyIi−1}, similarly for dyI (an
i-form) and dzJ , dzJ
′
(j-forms in z variables). There is also a similar notation for
the 2-tensor k, where we take the linear map as an identification of edge ℓ-tensors
on M with ∑
i+j=ℓ
π∗H(
0 ∧i H7) ∧ π∗S (∧jS4),
then we have the following decomposition for k ∈ e Sym2(M)
k =
∑
i+j=2
k(i,j).
Now we introduce the boundary data to parametrize the solution:
Definition 1.6. [Leading expansion for the linear operator] When we say the lead-
ing expansion is given by the outgoing data (v+1 , v
+
2 , v
+
3 ) ∈ V , this means that (k,H)
has an expansion with the following leading terms:
(15)
H(4,0) =
dx
x
∧ (v+1 xθ
+
1 + S1(v
+
1 )x
θ−
1 ) +O(x3+δ)
TrH7 k = 7δS4(v
+
2 x
θ+
2 + S2(v
+
2 )x
θ−
2 + v+3 x
θ+
3 + S3(v
+
3 )x
θ−
3 ) +O(x3+δ)
TrS4 k = 4δS4(v
+
2 x
θ+
2 + S2(v
+
2 )x
θ−
2 + v+3 x
θ+
3 + S3(v
+
3 )x
θ−
3 ) +O(x3+δ)
k(1,1) = dH7δS4(v
+
2 x
θ+
2 + S2(v
+
2 )x
θ−
2 + v+3 x
θ+
3 + S3(v
+
3 )x
θ−
3 ) +O(x3+δ)
H(1,3) = dH7 ∗S4 (v+2 xθ
+
2 + S2(v
+
2 )x
θ−
2 + v+3 x
θ+
3 + S3(v
+
3 )x
θ−
3 ) +O(x3+δ)
H(0,4) = dS4 ∗S4 (v+2 xθ
+
2 + S2(v
+
2 )x
θ−
2 + v+3 x
θ+
3 + S3(v
+
3 )x
θ−
3 ) +O(x3+δ)
and the other components in (k,H) are all in O(x3+δ).
Now the main result is the characterization of the solution:
Theorem. For k ≫ 0, δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists ρ > 0 and ǫ > 0, such that, for a
Poincare´–Einstein metric h that is sufficiently close to gH7 with small difference in
conformal boundary data ‖hˆ− gS6‖Hk(S6) < ǫ, and any boundary value perturbation
v ∈ V with ‖v‖Hk(S6;V ) < ρ, there is a unique solution u = (g,H) ∈ Dv,h ⊂
x−δHs,ke,b (M ;K) satisfying the supergravity equations (1), with the leading expansion
of (g − h× 14gS4 , H − 6VolS4) given by (15).
Remark 1.7. For the base metric, we consider all h × 14gS4 where h is a nearby
Poincare´–Einstein metric close to gH7 . And the difference of h and gH7 is measured
by their difference at the conformal infinity ‖hˆ− gS6‖Hk(S6) for sufficiently large k,
which by [GL91] implies that they are close as two Poincare´–Einstein metrics on
B7.
Our approach is based on the implicit function theorem. From the boundary data
v we construct a perturbation term using the Poisson operator P , then consider a
translation of the gauged operator: Qh,v(·) = Q(·+ Pv) where the dependence on
h is in both the construction of the gauged term in the operator Q and the Poisson
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operator P . A right inverse of the linearization, denoted (dQ)−1, is constructed, and
we show that Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1 is an isomorphism on the Sobolev space xδHs,ke,b (M ;K)
which is the range space of dQ. From here we deduce there is a unique solution to
Q for each boundary parameter set v.
To get the isomorphism result on Qh,v ◦(dQ)−1, we note that the model operator
on the boundary is SO(5)-invariant, and therefore utilize the Hodge decomposition
of functions and forms on S4 to decompose the equations into blocks that allows
us to compute the indicial roots for each block. Indicial roots are those s that the
indicial operator has a nontrivial kernel, and as mentioned above these roots are
related to the leading order of the solution expansions near the boundary.
Once the indicial roots are computed, we construct the right inverse (dQ)−1.
The operator exhibits different properties for large and small eigenvalues. For large
ones, the projected operator is already invertible by constructing a parametrix in the
small edge calculus. For small eigenvalues, two resolvents R± = limǫ↓0(dQ ± iǫ)−1
are constructed and we combine them to get a real-valued right inverse. We show
that those elements corresponding to indicial roots with real part equal to 3 are the
boundary perturbations needed in the theorem.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we show the derivation of the equa-
tions from the Lagrangian and discuss the gauge breaking condition. In section 3
we compute the linearization of the operator and its indicial roots. In section 4 we
analyze the linearized operator, prove it is Fredholm and construct the boundary
data. In section 5 we construct the solutions for the nonlinear equations using the
implicit function theorem.
Acknowledgement: I would like to thank Richard Melrose for many helpful
discussions, ideas, and suggestions. I would also like to thank Robin Graham, Colin
Guillarmou, and Rafe Mazzeo for many valuable comments on this project.
2. Gauged operator construction
2.1. Equations derived from Lagrangian. As mentioned in Section 1.1, the
supergravity system arises as the variational equations for the Lagrangian
L(g,A) =
∫
M
RVolg −1
2
(∫
M
F ∧ ∗F +
∫
M
1
3
A ∧ F ∧ F
)
where R denotes the scalar curvature of metric g, which is different from the Ricci
curvature Rαβ . Now we compute its variation along two directions, namely, the
metric and the form direction. The first term is the Einstein-Hilbert action, for
which the variation in g is
(2.1) δg
(∫
RVolg
)
=
∫ (
Rαβ − R
2
gαβ
)
δgαβ Volg .
The variation of the second term F ∧ ∗F in the metric direction is
(2.2) δg
(
1
2
∫
F ∧ ∗F
)
=
2
4!
∫
Fη1...η4Fξ1...ξ4g
η2ξ2gη3ξ3gη4ξ4δgη1ξ1 Volg −1
4
∫
F ∧ ∗Fgαβδgαβ Volg .
Combining these we get the first equation on the metric
(2.3) Rαβ − 1
2
Rgαβ =
1
12
Fαη1η2η3F
η1η2η3
β −
1
4
〈F, F 〉gαβ .
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Here 〈•, •〉 is the inner product on forms:
(2.4) 〈F, F 〉 = 1
4!
Fη1...η4F
η1...η4 .
Taking the trace of the equation (2.3), we get
(2.5) R =
1
6
〈F, F 〉.
Finally, substituting R into (2.3), we get
(2.6) Rαβ =
1
12
(Fαγ1γ2γ3F
γ1γ2γ3
β −
1
12
Fγ1γ2γ3γ4F
γ1γ2γ3γ4gαβ),
which gives the first equation in (1).
The variation with respect to the 3-form A is
(2.7) δAL =
∫
δF ∧∗F − 1
6
δA∧F ∧F − 1
3
A∧δF ∧F = −
∫
δA∧(d∗F + 1
2
F ∧F ),
which gives the second supergravity equation:
(2.8) d ∗ F + 1
2
F ∧ F = 0.
Since F is locally exact, we have the third equation
(2.9) dF = 0.
2.2. Poincare´–Einstein metric. Product solutions to the supergravity equations
are obtained as follows: let X be a 7-dimensional Einstein manifold with negative
scalar curvature α < 0 and K be a 4-dimensional Einstein manifold with positive
scalar curvature β > 0. Consider X ×K with the product metric; then we have
(2.10) Rαβ =
(
6αgXAB 0
0 3βgKab
)
Let F = cVolK . A straightforward computation shows
(2.11) (F ◦ F )αβ = c
2
12
( −2gXAB 0
0 4gKab
)
.
Therefore any triple (c, α, β) satisfying
(2.12) − c2/6 = 6α, c2/3 = 3β
corresponds to a solution to the supergravity equation.
2.3. Edge bundles. Such product metrics fit into the setting of edge bundles. As
introduced in [Maz91], edge tangent bundles eTM are defined by declaring Ve to
be its smooth sections and its dual bundle, eT ∗M , is the edge cotangent bundle.
We denote the edge form bundle,
(2.13) e ∧m (T ∗M) =: e ∧m M,
of which the local sections can be written as the C∞(M) combinations of
dx
x
∧ dy
I1
x
· · · ∧ dy
Ik
x
∧ dzj1 · · · ∧ dzjl , 1 + k + l = m
and
dyI1
x
· · · ∧ dy
Ik
x
∧ dzj1 · · · ∧ dzjl , k + l = m.
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Similarly the edge symmetric 2-tensor bundle e Sym2(M) := Sym2(eT ∗M) is spanned
by 2-tensors with local forms of
(
dx
x
dyI
x
dzj
) k00 k0J k0jkI0 kIJ kIj
ki0 kiJ kij




dx
x
dyJ
x
dzj


with smooth coefficients k∗∗.
It is easy to check that the supergravity operator S is an edge operator
(2.14)
S : e Sym2(M)⊕ e ∧4 M → e Sym2(M)⊕ e ∧8 M ⊕ e ∧5 M(
g
F
)
7→

 Ric g − F ◦ Fd ∗ F + 12F ∧ F
dF

 .
2.4. A square system. To get a square system, we apply d∗ to the second equa-
tion. Because of the closed condition dF = 0, d ∗ d ∗ F is the same as ∆F . This
leads to the following square system (here e∧4clM denotes the bundle of closed edge
4-forms on M):
(2.15)
S˜ : e Sym2⊕e ∧4cl M → e Sym2⊕e ∧4cl M(
g
F
)
7→
(
Ric g − F ◦ F
∆F + 12d ∗ (F ∧ F )
)
Proposition 2.1. The kernel of the square supergravity operator S˜ (2.15) is the
same as the original supergravity operator S (2.14):
(2.16) Nul(S) ∩ xδH2,ke,b (M ;K) = Nul(S˜) ∩ xδH2,ke,b (M ;K)
Proof. We only need to show that, in xδH2,ke,b (M ;K), the null space of S˜ does not
have extra elements that are not in Nul(S). We show this by proving that if
(2.17)
d ∗
(
d ∗ F + 1
2
(F ∧ F )
)
= 0
dF = 0
then
(2.18) ω := d ∗ F + 1
2
(F ∧ F ) = 0.
Note that (2.17) implies that ω is a harmonic form on H7 × S4.
Consider the Hodge decomposition of forms on S4 by taking αi and βi to be the
basis of coclosed and closed forms for the i-th eigenvalue
(2.19)
dS4αi = λiβi, δS4αi = 0
δS4βi = λiαi, dS4βi = 0
This implies ∆S4αi = λ
2
iαi, ∆S4βi = λ
2
iβi. Write ω =
∑∞
i=1 uiαi+viβi, where ui, vi
are forms on H7. The decay condition on F implies that ui, vi are L
2 forms on H7.
Using the eigenspace decomposition to rewrite the closed and coclosed condition
for ω and combining with (2.19), we get
dH7ui = 0, λiui + dH7vi = 0(2.20)
δH7vi = 0, δH7ui + λivi = 0.(2.21)
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Then we get
∆H7ui = λ
2
iui, ∆H7vi = λ
2
i vi.
Since there are no L2 eigenforms on H7 [Maz88], we get ui = 0, vi = 0, which
proves (2.18). 
2.5. Gauge condition. Following [GL91] in the setting of a Poincare´–Einstein
metric, we add a gauge operator to the curvature term where t = gH7 × 14gS4 is the
background metric:
(2.22) Φ(g, t) = δ∗ggt
−1δgGgt.
Here
[Ggt]ij = tij − 1
2
tkkgij , [δgt]i = −tjij ,
δ∗g is the formal adjoint of δg, which can be written as
[δ∗gw]ij =
1
2
(wi,j + wj,i),
and gt−1 is the endomorphism of T ∗M given by
[gt−1w]i = gij(t
−1)jkwk.
Note that another way to write the gauge term in (2.22) is given in [Kan09, (4.1)]
as
Φ(g, t) = δ∗gg∆gtId.
By adding the gauge term to the first equation of S˜ we get an operator Q, which
is a map from the space of symmetric 2-tensors and closed 4-forms to itself:
Q : e Sym2⊕e ∧4cl M → e Sym2⊕e ∧4cl M
(2.23)
(
g
F
)
7→
(
Ric(g)− Φ(g, t)− F ◦ F
∆F + 12d ∗ (F ∧ F )
)
which is the main object of study below.
As discussed in Lemma 2.2 in [GL91], Ric(g) + ng − Φ(g, t) = 0 holds if and
only if id : (M, g) → (M, t) is harmonic and Ric(g) + ng = 0 when (t, g) satisfies
certain regularity restrictions. We will show that the gauged equations here yield
the solution to the supergravity equations in a similar manner.
We first prove a gauge elimination lemma for the linearized operator dQ which
is computed in Proposition 3.1. As can be seen from (2.23), only the first part (the
map on 2-tensors) involves the gauge term, therefore we restrict the discussion to
the first part of dQ. We use dQg(k,H) to denote the linearization of the tensor
part of Q given by
Ric(g)− Φ(g, t)− F ◦ F
along the metric direction at the point (t,W ), which acts on (k,H) ∈ Γ(K). Also
dS˜g(k,H) is defined similarly to dQg(k,H). And we define dΦ(k)t as the lineariza-
tion of Φ(g, t) along the direction of first variable at t while the second variable is
fixed at t.
First we give the following gauge-breaking lemma for the linearized operator,
which is adapted from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 in [Kan09]. For a 1-form v,
we define v♯ to be the dual vector field of v with respect to t, and define Lv♯g to
be Lie derivative of g along v♯.
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Proposition 2.2. For fixed δ ∈ (−1, 0), there exists ǫ > 0, such that for any
‖g− t‖xδH2e (M ;e Sym2(M)) < ǫ and k ∈ xδH2e (M ; e Sym2(M)) satisfying dQg(k,H) =
0, there exists a 1-form v and k˜ = k + Lv♯g such that dS˜g(k˜, H) = 0.
To prove the proposition, we first determine the equation to solve for such a
1-form v, which appeared in Theorem 4.1 in [Kan09].
Lemma 2.3. Given k ∈ e Sym2(M), if a 1-form v satisfies
(2.24) ((∆rough − Ric)v)λ = 1
2
(2∇αkαλ −∇λTrg(k))
then the 2-tensor k˜ = k + Lv♯g satisfies the gauge condition
dΦt(k˜) = 0.
Proof. Following the proof of [Kan09, Theorem 4.2], let Ψ(v, g) be the map
Ψ(v, g)k = (φ∗v♯g)
αβ(Γkαβ(φ
∗
v♯g)− Γkαβ(t)),
where φ∗v♯ is the diffeomorphism exp
t(v♯, 1) (following the exponential flow for the
metric t to time 1 in the direction of v♯). Let D1Ψ(0, t) and D2Ψ(0, t) be the
linearization of Ψ along the first and second variable at (v, g) = (0, t), then they
satisfy
δ∗t tD1Ψ(0, t)(v) = dΦt(Lv♯g), δ
∗
t tD2Ψ(0, t)(k) = dΦt(k),
which are proved in [Kan09, Theorem 4.2]. Therefore in order to get dΦt(k˜) = 0,
we only need
−D1Ψ(0, t)(v) = D2Ψ(0, t)(k).
The left hand side can be reduced to
−gαβ∇α∇βvk −Rkµvµ = (∆rough − Ric)vk
and right hand side is
1
2
gαβgkλ(∇αkβλ +∇βkαλ −∇λkαβ).
Lowering the index on both side, we get
((∆rough − Ric)v)λ = 1
2
(2∇αkαλ −∇λTrg(k)).

Next we discuss the solvability of the operator defined in the left hand side
of (2.24).
Lemma 2.4. If |δ| < 1, then at the point t = gH7 × 14gS4 the operator
∆rough − Ric : xδH2e (eT ∗M)→ xδL2e(eT ∗M)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Using the splitting
(2.25) eT ∗M ∼= π∗HeT ∗H7 ⊕ π∗S eT ∗S4
and the product structure of the metric, we write the operator as
∆rough − Ric = ∆rough
H7
+∆rough
S4
− diag(−6, 12).
From [Kan09, Propositon 4.1], the operator L is diagonal with respect to the split-
ting (2.25), so we only need to consider the following two operators: LH = L|π∗
H
eT∗H7
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and LS = L|π∗
S
eT∗S4 . Decomposing them with respect to eigenfunctions on the 4-
sphere, we get the following two families of operators (see [Kan09, Corollary 4.1]
for derivation):
(2.26) LλH = ∆H + λH − 24 : C∞(H7)→ C∞(H7),
(2.27) LλS = ∆
rough
H
+ λS + 6 :
e ∧∗ H7 → e ∧∗ H7
Consider the smallest eigenvalue in each case: λH = 16, λS = 0. The indicial
radius, defined as the smallest number R such that the operator has an indicial root
3 + R (see [Kan09, Definition 5]), for LH is 1 and for LS is 4 (again see [Kan09,
Corollary 4.1] for the computation). By the same argument as in proposition 4.14,
LH : x
δH2e (H
7)→ xδL2e(H7) is an isomorphism. The same argument holds for LS,
which is also Fredholm and an isomorphism on xδH2e (
e ∧∗H7)→ xδL2e(e ∧∗H7) for
|δ| < 4.
Combining the statements for LH and LS, we conclude that ∆
rough − Ric is an
isomorphism between xδH2e (
eT ∗M)→ xδL2e(eT ∗M) for |δ| < 1.

The isomorphism holds true for metrics nearby, by a simple perturbation argu-
ment.
Corollary 2.5. There exists ǫ > 0, such that for any metric g with
‖g− t‖xδH2e (M ;e Sym2(M)) < ǫ, for |δ| < 1, ∆rough−Ric is an isomorphism as a map
∆rough − Ric : xδH2e (eT ∗M)→ xδL2e(eT ∗M).
Proof. Let Ag = ∆
rough−Ric, by writing the coefficients out, we have that for any
u ∈ xδH2(eT ∗M),
‖(Ag −At)u‖xδL2e(eT∗M) ≤ C‖g − t‖xδH2e (M ;e Sym2(M))‖u‖xδH2e (eT∗M),
which shows that Ag is also an isomorphism for g sufficiently close to t. 
With the lemmas above, we can prove the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. From Corollary 2.5 we know∆rough−Ric : xδH2e (eT ∗M)→
xδL2e(
eT ∗M) is an isomorphism for g close to t, therefore there exists a one-form v
satisfying 2.3. Then from Lemma 2.3, k˜ = k + Lv♯g satisfies dΦg(k˜) = 0. Putting
it back to the linearized equation, we get dS˜g(k˜, H) = 0. 
Next we prove the nonlinear version of gauge elimination by using .
Proposition 2.6. If a metric and a closed 4-form (g, V ) satisfies the gauged equa-
tions Q(g, V ) = 0, then there is an diffeomorphism g 7→ g˜ such that Φ(g˜, t) = 0 and
(g˜, V ) is a solution to equation (1) i.e. S(g˜, V ) = 0.
Proof. Consider the vector field in the affine Sobolev space {t}+ xδH2e (M ; e Sym2(M))
with δ ∈ (−1, 0), defined by
(2.28) Xg = k˜g = kg + Lv♯g,
It is easy to check that for any g ∈ xδH2e (M ; e Sym2(M)), k˜g ∈ xδH1e (M ; e Sym2(M)).
Now consider the integral curve g(s) starting from g(0) = g. From the integral curve
theory on an infinite dimensional manifold (see for example Proposition 1 in Chap-
ter 4 of [Lan85]), since the map g 7→ k˜g is Lipchitz, the integral curve exists and we
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take g˜ = g(1). From the construction of k˜g we know that g˜ satisfies S˜(g˜, V ) = 0.
And hence it also satisfies S(g˜, V ) = 0 by Proposition 2.1. 
3. The linearized and the indicial operator
We now consider the linearization of the gauged supergravity operator near the
base solution (t,W ) = (gH7× 14gS4 , 6VolS4). The first step in proving the invertibility
of Q as an edge operator is to compute the indicial roots and indicial kernels of this
linearized operator dQ, which is done with respect to the Hodge decomposition on
the 4-sphere. There is a pair of indicial roots associated to each eigenvalue and as
the eigenvalues becomes larger, the pairs move apart. The distribution of indicial
roots are illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the operator dQ is formally self-adjoint,
and we will consider its spectral theory.
With respect to the volume form on H7 × S4, there is an inclusion of weighted
functions and forms. Since the edge volume form is locally given by
x−7dxdy1 . . . dy6dz1 . . . , dz4,
we can see that for Re(s) > 3,
xsC∞(M) ⊂ L2e(M),
while for any Re(s) ≤ 3, xs /∈ L2e(M). Therefore Re(s) = 3 line is the L2 cutoff
line. There are only three pairs of exceptional indicial roots corresponding to the
lowest three eigenvalues that lie on the L2 line, in the sense that they have real
parts equal to 3 and the remainders are pure imaginary and symmetric around this
line.
3.1. Linearization of the operator Q. The nonlinear supergravity operator con-
tains two parts: the gauged curvature operator Ric(·)−Φ(t, ·) with a nonlinear part
F ◦ F , and the second order differential operator d ∗ d ∗ F with a nonlinear part
d ∗ (F ∧ F ). Note that since the Hodge operator ∗ depends on the metric, the
linearized operator couples the metric with the 4-form in both equations. The
computation below is similar to Proposition 5.1 and 5.2 in section 5 of [Kan09].
Proposition 3.1. The operator Q : K → K has linearization at (t,W ):
dQt,W : Γ(K)→ Γ(K)
(3.1)(
k
H
)
7→
(
∆rought k + L
d ∗ (d ∗H + 6VolS4 ∧H + 6d ∗H7 k(1,1) + 3d(trH7(k)− trS4(k)) ∧ VolH7)
)
where the lower order term L with respect to the product S4 ×H7 is given by:
(3.2) L =( −kIJ − 6 trS4(k)tIJ + trH7(k)tIJ + 2 ∗S4 H(0,4)tIJ 6k(1,1) − 3 ∗S4 H(1,3)
6k(1,1) − 3 ∗S4 H(1,3) 4kij + 8 trS4(k)tij − ∗S4H(0,4)tij
)
.
Here the notation ·(i,j) is the decomposition of forms and tensors with respect to
the product structure, as explained before Definition 1.6. The computation involves
a curvature part and a form part. First of all, the variation of the gauged curvature
operator is given by the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. For k ∈ e Sym2(M), the linearization of the gauged Ricci operator at
the base metric t is
(3.3) d(Ric(·)− Φ(t, ·))t(k) = 1
2
∆rought k +R(k),
where
R(k) =
( −7kIJ +TrH7(k)tIJ 0
0 16kij − TrS4(k)tij
)
.
Proof. Following the result in [GL91], the linearization of the gauged operator at
the base metric t is
(3.4) d(Ric−Φ(t, ·))t(k) = 1
2
∆rought k + k
αβRβγδα +
1
2
(Rβγkβδ +R
β
δ kβγ).
Specifically, if the metric t has constant sectional curvature which is the case here,
the curvature term is diagonal and can be written as
(3.5) Rαβδγ = −(tαδtγβ − tαβtγδ),
so the linearization of this total operator is as above. 
Lemma 3.3. The linearization of the term F◦F acting on a 2-tensor k ∈ e Sym2(M)
and a 4-form H ∈ e ∧4 M are respectively:
(3.6) d(F ◦ F )t,W (k)
=


1
36TrS(k)tIJ − 136k 1144 〈W,W 〉kIj
1
144 〈W,W 〉kIj
1
12
(− 3Wai1i2i3W j2j3bj1 ti1l1kl1l2tl2j1
+ 13Fi1i2i3i4F
i1i2i3
j1
tj1l1kl1l2t
l2i1tab − 112 〈W,W 〉kab
)

 ,
and
(3.7) d(F ◦ F )t,W (H) =

 2 ∗S4 H(0,4)tAB 3(∗S4H(1,3))Ab
3(∗S4H(1,3))aB
1
6H
i1i2i3
a Wbi1i2i3
− 172Wi1i2i3i4Hi1i2i3i4tab

 .
Proof. The proof is by direct computation. Note that for metric variation k ∈
e Sym2(T ∗M)
Dt,W (F ◦ F )(k) =
(
I II
II III
)
,
(3.8) IAB =
1
12
( 4
12
Fi1i2i3i4F
i1i2i3
j1
tj1l1kl1l2t
l2i1tAB − 1
12
W11i2i3i4W
i1i2i3i4kAB
)
,
(3.9) IIAb =
1
144
Wi1i2i3i4W
i1i2i3i4kAb,
(3.10)
IIIab =
1
12
(
− 3Wai1i2i3W j2j3bj1 ti1l1kl1l2tl2j1 +
4
12
Fi1i2i3i4F
i1i2i3
j1
tj1l1kl1l2t
l2i1tab
− 1
12
Wi1i2i3i4W
i1i2i3i4kab
)
,
which using inner product Wi1i2i3i4W
i1i2i3i4 = 〈W,W 〉 will give the expressions
above.
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And in the 4-form direction we have
Dt,W (F ◦ F )(H) =
(
I II
II III
)
,
where
(3.11) IAB = − 1
72
Wi1i2i3i4H
i1i2i3i4tAB = 2 ∗S H(0,4)tAB;
(3.12) IIAb =
1
12
HAi1i2i3W
i1i2i3
b = 3(∗SH(1,3))Ab,
(3.13) IIIab =
1
6
Hi1i2i3a Wbi1i2i3 −
1
72
Wi1i2i3i4H
i1i2i3i4tab.
Combing those two we get the expression (3.6) and (3.7). 
Next we compute the linearization for the second part:
Lemma 3.4. The linearization of the equation
d ∗ F + 1
2
F ∧ F = 0,
in the form and tensor directions respectively are:
(3.14) d(d ∗ F + 1
2
F ∧ F )t,W (H) = d ∗H +H ∧ F,
(3.15) d(d ∗ F + 1
2
F ∧ F )t,W (k) = 6d ∗H7 k(1,1) + 3d(trH7(k)− trS4(k))VolH7 .
Proof. The linearization along the form direction is straight-forward, as the terms
are linear and quadratic in F . Along the metric direction, the linearization comes
from the Hodge star:
(3.16)
D(∗F )β1β2..β7(k)
= D( 14!V
α1..α4
β1..β7
Wα1..α4)(k) =
1
4! (δV )
α1..α4
β1..β7
Wα1..α4 +
4
4!V
α2..α4
γ1β1..β7
(δg)γ1α1Wα1..α4
= 12
1
4! t
αβkαβV
α1..α4
β1..β7
Wα1..α4 +
1
6V
α2..α4
γ1β1..β7
tγ1ξkξψt
ψα1Wα1..α4
= 6d ∗H7 k(1,1) + 3d(trH7(k)− trS4(k))VolH7
which gives the expressions above. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Combining the components above, the linearized equa-
tions are
(3.17)
1
2∆
rough
t k + k
αβRβγδα +
1
2 (R
β
γkβδ +R
β
δ kβγ) + L = 0
d ∗ (6d ∗H7 k(1,1) + 3d(trH7(k)− trS4(k))VolH7 +d ∗H +H ∧ VolH7) = 0
which after rearrangement gives equation (3.1). 
Here we only computed the linearization at the base product metric t = gH7 ×
1
4gS4 . However, if the hyperbolic metric is changed to other Poincare´–Einstein
metrics satisfying the relation (11), the only difference is the equation (3.5) which
holds up to terms vanishing at the boundary, in particular, (3.5) is modified to be
Rαβδγ = −(tαδtγβ − tαβtγδ) + x−3E1(x2t) + x−2E2(x2t),
where E i(x2t) are tensors whose components in any coordinate system smooth up to
∂M are polynomials, with coefficients in C∞(M), in the components of x2t, (x2t)−1
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and their partial derivatives, such that in each term the total number of derivatives
that appear is at most i (see [GL91]). This change does not affect computations
later. The indicial operator of dQ is the same, as the model operator acts on the
tangent space at each boundary point (or consider the space obtained by rescaling
a neighborhood), which is the standard hyperbolic upper space.
3.2. Indicial roots computation. Having obtained the linearized operator dQ,
we next compute its indicial roots on the boundary of H7, which together with the
indicial kernels will give the parametrization of the kernel of this linear operator.
Using the Hodge decomposition on the 4-sphere, the operator dQ acts on sections
of ∧∗H7 tensored with the finite dimensional eigenspaces of ∧∗S4.
Lemma 3.5. Sections of the bundle K decompose with respect to the Hodge de-
composition of S4.
Proof. As mentioned before definition 1.6, we identify the symmetric edge 2-tensor
bundle with
(Sym2(eT ∗H7))⊕ (eT ∗H7 ⊗ T ∗S4)⊕ Sym2(T ∗S4),
and decompose the 4-form bundle according to its degree on H7 and S4, i.e.
e ∧4 T ∗M = ⊕i+j=4 ∧i T ∗H7 ∧ ∧jT ∗S4.
For each element of the form u ∧ v with
u ∈ Γ(e ∧∗ T ∗H7), v ∈ Γ(∧∗T ∗S4)
the projection operator πλ maps it to u ∧ πλv, which by linearity extends to the
whole bundle K. 
We denote the projection by πλ on the sections of the bundle K as the linear
extension of the eigenvalue projection on S4. Note here we have a collection of
eigenvalues on both functions and forms, specifically we have:
• on functions: 4k(k + 3), k ≥ 0;
• on closed 1-forms: 4k(k + 3), k ≥ 1;
• on co-closed 1-forms: 4(k + 1)(k + 2), k ≥ 0.
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that the operator decomposes to a sum of infinitely
many operators, each acting on a subbundle.
Lemma 3.6. The operator dQ preserves the eigenspaces of S4, and decomposes as
dQ =
∑
λ≥0
dQλ :=
∑
λ
πλ ◦ dQ ◦ πλ
Proof. We only need to show that that Hodge laplacian ∆ commutes with the
linearized operator dQ. Since the linearized operator is composed from ∆hodge,
∆rough (which are related by Bochner formula), Hodge ∗ operator, differential, and
scalar operator, all of which commute with ∆, dQ therefore commutes with the
eigenvalue projections. 
Here we write out the equations dQλu = 0 explicitly. For any element (k,H) ∈
Γ(K) where k is a symmetric two tensor and H is a 4-form, the action of dQλ is
listed below with respect to the decomposition of k and H . In particular, kˆij , kˆIJ
are the trace free parts of k, and TrS4(k), T rH7(k) are the traces of k; k
cl
(1,1) and k
cc
(1,1)
correspond to cross terms kIj , and H
cl
(i,j) and H
cc
(i,j) are the (i, j) component of H
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(see discussion before Definition 1.6). And (∗)cl and (∗)cc denote the S4 projection
to closed or coclosed forms, which also determines the choice of eigenvalue λ.
(3.18) (λ+∆rough
H7
− 2)kˆIJ = 0.
(3.19) (λ+∆H7 + 8)kˆij = 0.
(3.20)

6dS4 ∗S4 ∆H7kcl(1,1) + 3λ(TrH7(k)− TrS4(k)) + ∗S4λHcl(0,4) + dS4∆H7Hcc(1,3) = 0
λkcl(1,1) +∆H7k
cl
(1,1) + 12k
cl
(1,1) − 6 ∗S4 Hcc(1,3) = 0
λHcc(1,3) + dH7δS4H
cl
(0,4) = 0
λTrS4(k) +∆H7TrS4(k) + 72TrS4(k)− 32 ∗S4 Hcl0,4 = 0
λTrH7(k) +∆H7TrH7(k) + 12TrH7(k) + 28 ∗S4 Hcl0,4 − 12TrS4(k) = 0
(3.21)
{−λδS4Hcl(3,1) −∆H7δS4Hcl(3,1) + 6 ∗H7 dH7δS4Hcl(3,1) = 0,
λHcc(4,0) + dH7δS4H
cl
(3,1) = 0.
(3.22)


6∆H7k
cc
(1,1) +∆H7 ∗S4 Hcl(1,3) = 0,
dH7H
cl
(1,3) + dS4H
cc
(2,2) = 0,
λkcc(1,1) +∆H7k
cc
(1,1) + 12k
cc
(1,1) − ∗S4Hcl(1,3) = 0.
(3.23)
{
∆H7δS4H
cl
(2,2) + λδS4H
cl
(2,2) = 0,
λHcl(3,1) + dH7δS4H
cl
(2,2) = 0.
Notice that the leading order part of dQλ is always the Hodge Laplacian ∆H7 (or
rough Laplacian only in the equation for two tensors on H7). Moreover, in each
of the system (3.20)–(3.23), some of the equations are essentially algebraic, which
reduces the system to a smaller square one with diagonal term being ∆H7 Id.
Next we compute the indicial roots and kernels for the linearized operator as
an edge differential operator. Recall that ∂M is the total space of fibration over
Y = ∂B7.
Definition 3.7 (Indicial operator). Let L : Γ(E1) → Γ(E2) be an edge operator
between two vector bundles over M . For any boundary point p ∈ Y , and s ∈ C, the
indicial operator of L at point p is defined as
Ip[L](s) : Γ(E1|π−1(p))→ Γ(E2|π−1(p))
(Ip[L](s))v = x
−sL(xsv˜)|π−1(p)
where v˜ is an extension of v to a neighborhood of π−1(p). The indicial roots of
L at point p are those s ∈ C such that Ip[L](s) has a nontrivial kernel, and the
corresponding kernels are called indicial kernels.
Remark 3.8. In the conformally compact case, the indicial operator is a bundle map
from E1|p to E2|p (which is simpler than a partial differential operator as in the
general edge case). In our case the indicial operator Ip(L)(s) is an elliptic operator
on a compact manifold S4, hence the kernel of Ip(L)(s) is independent of the choice
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ℜ(z) = 3
I II III
Figure 1. Indicial roots of the linearized supergravity operator on C
of domain. Moreover, since we have an SO(7) symmetry for the operator, the
indicial roots are invariant on S6.
Proposition 3.9. The indicial roots of operator dQ are symmetric around Re z =
3, with three special pairs of roots
θ±1 = 3± 6i, θ±2 = 3± i
√
21116145/1655, θ3 = 3± i3
√
582842/20098.
and all other roots lying in {‖Re z − 3‖ ≥ 1}.
Proof. With the harmonic decomposition on sphere S4, the linearized operator dQ
is block-diagonalized and we compute the indicial roots for the linear system dQ in
Appendix B. We summarize the results below and Figure 1 is an illustration of the
indicial roots distribution. The indicial roots fall into the following three categories:
(1) The roots corresponding to harmonic forms:
(a) The equation for trace-free 2-tensors on H7 arising from the first com-
ponent of (3.1) is
(∆S4 +∆H7 − 2)kˆIJ = 0,
and the corresponding indicial equation is
(−s2 + 6s)kˆIJ = 0.
We have indicial roots
S+1 = 0, S
−
1 = 6.
This corresponds to the perturbation of the hyperbolic metric to a
Poincare´–Einstein metric.
(b) The equation for trace-free 2-tensors on S4 is
∆rough
S4
kˆij +∆H7 kˆij + 8kˆij = 0
where indicial equation is
(−s2 + 6s+ 8)kˆij = 0,
and the indicial roots are
S±2 = 3±
√
17.
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(c) Equations for H(4,0):
(3.24)
dH7 ∗H(4,0) +W ∧H(4,0) = 0
dH7H(4,0) = 0
where the indicial equation is
−(s− 3)(∗S6N) ∧ dx/x− 6dx/x ∧N = 0,
with indicial roots
θ±1 = 3± 6i.
This corresponds to a perturbation of the 4-form on hyperbolic space.
(2) The roots corresponding to functions / closed 1-forms / coclosed 3-forms /
closed 4-forms
(a) The equations for 7σ = TrH7(k), 4τ = TrS4(k), k(1,1), H(1,3), H(0,4) are
(3.25)
6dH7 ∗H7 kcl(1,1) + dS4(3TrH(k)− 3TrS4(k)) ∧ 7V + dS4 ∗Hcl(0,4) + dH7 ∗Hcc(1,3) = 0
dH7H
cl
(0,4) + dS4H
cc
(1,3) = 0
dH7H
cc
(1,3) = 0
∆S4k
cl
(1,1) +∆H7k
cl
(1,1) + 12k
cl
(1,1) − 6 ∗S4 Hcc(1,3) = 0
∆S4τ +∆H7τ + 72τ − 8 ∗S4 Hcl0,4 = 0
∆S4σ +∆H7σ + 12σ + 4 ∗S4 Hcl0,4 − 48τ = 0
The indicial equations are
(3.26) λ4 − 4S2λ3 + 24S ∗ λ3 − 90λ3 + 6S4λ2 − 72S3λ2
+ 342S2λ2 − 756S ∗ λ2 + 1152λ2 − 4S6λ+ 72S5λ− 414S4λ
+ 648S3λ+ 1152S2λ− 3024S ∗ λ+ 10368λ
+ S8 − 24S7 + 162S6 + 108S5 − 6192S4 + 31536S3 − 33696S2 − 155520S = 0
When λ = 16 there is a pair of roots with real part 3
(3.27) s = θ±2 = 3± i
√
21116145/1655
and when λ = 40 there is a pair of roots with real part 3
θ±3 = 3± i3
√
582842/20098
And here the five variables are related by
Hcl(0,4) = dS4 ∗S4 dS4ξ,Hcc(1,3) = −dH7 ∗S4 dS4ξ, kcl(1,1) = −dS4δH7ξ, 4σ = 7τ = ξ
where
ξ ∈ δS4 ∧cl16 S4
similarly we have another indicial kernel corresponding to θ±3 with
ξ ∈ δS4 ∧cl40 S4.
(b) The equations for H(3,1), H(4,0) are
dS4 ∗Hcl(3,1) + dH7 ∗Hcc(4,0) + 64V ∧Hcc(4,0) = 0
dH7H
cl
(3,1) + dS4H
cc
(4,0) = 0
where the indicial equations are
(s− 3)2 ± 6i(s− 3)− 16 = 0
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with indicial roots
S±3 = 3±
√
7± 3i.
(3) The roots corresponding to coclosed 1-forms / closed 2-forms / coclosed
2-forms / closed 3-forms
(a) The equations for k(1,1), H(1,3), H(2,2) are
6dH7 ∗H7 kcc(1,1) + dH7 ∗Hcl(1,3) = 0
dS4 ∗Hcl(1,3) + dH7 ∗Hcc(2,2) + 6dS4 ∗H7 kcc(1,1) = 0
dH7H
cl
(1,3) + dS4H
cc
(2,2) = 0
1
2∆S4k
cc
(1,1) +
1
2∆H7k
cc
(1,1) + 6k
cc
(1,1) − 12 ∗S4 Hcl(1,3) = 0
The indicial equation is
λ2 − (36 + (s− 1)(s− 5) + s2 − 6s− 1)λ− (s− 1)(s− 5)(−s2 + 6s+ 1) = 0.
With the smallest eigenvalue for coclosed 1-forms being λ = 24, the
indicial roots are
S±4 = 3±
√
±3
√
97 + 31.
(b) The equations for H(2,2), H(3,1) are
dS4 ∗Hcl(2,2) + dH7 ∗Hcc(3,1) = 0
dH7H
cl
(2,2) + dS4H
cc
(3,1) = 0
The indicial equations are
(∆Hodge
S4
− (2− s)(4 − s))H(3,1) = 0,
and for λ = 24 we have
S±5 = 3±
√
17.

4. Fredholm property of the linearized operator
Once we identify these indicial roots, we proceed using different strategies ac-
cording to whether the indicial roots land on the L2 line or not. We show that,
for all sufficiently large indicial roots, the linearized operator after projection is
invertible on suitable edge Sobolev spaces. This is done by using small edge calcu-
lus and SO(5) invariance with respect to the boundary. We discuss the remaining
finitely many indicial roots individually. For the three exceptional pairs we use the
scattering theory to construct two generalized inverses, which encode the boundary
data that parametrizes the kernel of the linearized operator.
We then describe the kernel of this linearized operator in terms of the two gen-
eralized inverses, and a scattering matrix construction that gives the Poisson oper-
ator. Near any Poincare´–Einstein metric product that is close to the base metric
t, a perturbation argument shows that the space given by the difference of the
two generalized inverses is transversal to the range space of the linearized operator
and therefore this space gives the kernel of the linearized operator, which later will
provide the parametrization of the kernel for the nonlinear operator.
First of all, we define the domain for the linearized operator:
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Definition 4.1. Fix δ ∈ (0, 1), take any small ǫ > 0, and define the domain as
Dk(δ) = {u ∈ x−δH2,ke,b (M ;K) : (dQ± iǫ)u ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)}.
Remark 4.2. The domain is well defined independent of any sufficiently small ǫ.
This follows from Proposition 4.25.
Using the projection operator πλ defined above, the domain can be decomposed:
Dk(δ) = ⊕λ∈ΛDk(λ, δ),
where Λ = {4k(k+3), k ≥ 0}∪ {4(k+1)(k+2), k ≥ 0} is the set of eigenvalues on
the 4-sphere. We denote the operator acting on each subbundle as
dQλ := πλ ◦ dQ ◦ πλ, dQλ>M =
∑
λ>M
dQλ.
This eigenvalue decomposition extends to the hybrid Sobolev spaces in Defi-
nition 4.1. Consider the bundle K over M = B7 × S4 which carries a unitary
linear action of SO(5) covering the action on S4. There is an induced action of
SO(5) on the space of smooth sections vanishing to all orders at the boundary de-
noted as C˙∞(B7 × S4;K), which extends to all the weighted hybrid Sobolev spaces
xsHk,le,b(B
7 × S4;K) since the group acts by isometries. The linearized operator
dQ ∈ Diff2e(B7 × S4;K) is an elliptic edge operator for the product edge struc-
ture and we have shown that dQ commutes with the induced action of SO(5) on
C˙∞(B7 × S4;K).
The Sobolev spaces of sections of K decompose according to the irreducible rep-
resentations of SO(5), all finite dimensional and forming a discrete set. In particular
these may be labelled by the eigenvalues, λ, of the Casimir operator for SO(5) with
a finite dimensional span when λ is bounded above. The SO(7, 1) action on H7 com-
mutes with the SO(5) action on K and acts transitively on H7, so the multiplicity
of the SO(5) representation does not vary over H7. The individual representations
of SO(5) in the decomposition of K therefore form bundles over H7. Therefore we
have
Lemma 4.3. The group SO(5) acts on xδHs,ke,b (M ;K) transitively, and those Sobolev
spaces decomposes to Sobolev spaces of sections of subbundles on H7.
Proof. This follows from the transitivity of the SO(7, 1) and SO(5) actions dis-
cussed above. 
We will separately discuss three parts.
4.1. Large eigenvalues. One part is the infinite dimensional subspace correspond-
ing to large eigenvalues
⊕λ>λ0Dk(λ, δ),
on which the operators dQλ>λ0 ± iǫ are isomorphisms, and their inverses approach
limits Rλ>λ0± uniformly as ǫ goes to zero. This is shown by using ellipticity and a
parametrix construction.
Proposition 4.4. There is λ0 > 0, such that for λ > λ0 and any small ǫ > 0 the
two operators
dQλ>λ0 ± iǫ : ⊕λ>λ0Dk(λ, δ)→ ⊕λ>λ0πλxδH0,ke,b (M ;K)
are both isomorphism and their inverses have limits as ǫ ↓ 0.
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To prove this proposition, we will bundle all the large eigenvalues together.
Definition 4.5. For λ ∈ [0,∞), let π≥λ : K → K be defined as the projection
off the span of the eigenspaces of the Casimir operator for SO(5) with eigenvalues
smaller than λ, i.e. π≥λ := Id−
∑
λ′<λ πλ′ .
Proposition 4.6. For any weight s ∈ R and any orders p, k, the bounded operator
defined as
dQ : xsHp+2,ke,b (M ;K)→ xsHp,ke,b (M ;K)
is such that π≥λ0dQ is an isomorphism onto the range of π≥λ0 for some λ0 ∈
[0,∞) (depending on s but not on p and k). Moreover, the range of Id−π≥λ0 on
C∞(M ;K) is the space C∞(M ;⊕λ′<λ0πλ′K) of sections of a smooth vector bundle
over M and dQ restricts to it as an elliptic element of Diff20(M ;⊕λ′<λ0πλ′K).
The second part of the proposition is from the definitions of 0 and edge operators
and the fact that ellipticity in edge symbols implies ellipticity in zero symbols once
fiber directions are removed. To prove the first part of the proposition, we first
construct an SO(5)-invariant parametrix in the small edge calculus by finding a
appropriate kernel on the edge stretched product space M2e which is defined from
M2 by blowing up the fiber diagonal over the boundary of M [Maz91].
Definition 4.7. The edge stretched product M2e for an edge manifold M is defined
as the blow up [M2;S] where S consists of all fibres of the product fibration π2 :
(∂M)2 → Y 2 which intersect the diagonal of (∂M)2. Let β :M2e →M2 be the blow
down map, then we denote β−1(S), the closure of the preimage of S under the blow
down map, as the front face.
Notice that from the definition of fiber diagonal, the blow up actually preserves
the product structure of H7×S4, i.e. the fiber diagonal contained in M2 is just the
product ∆× S4× S4, and the manifold after the blow up is actually the product of
two 4-spheres and the 0-double space (H7)20 = [(H
7)2, ∂∆0] as defined in [MM87].
Lemma 4.8. For M = H7 × S4, the edge stretched product is actually a product:
M2e = [(H
7)2, ∂∆0]× (S4)2.
As a result, the front face also has a product structure β−1(∂∆0) × (S4)2. The
elliptic element dQ ∈ Diff2e(M ;K) lifts to be transversely elliptic to the fiber diag-
onal down to the front face. Therefore we have a parametrix construction in the
small edge calculus denoted as
Ψ∗e(M ;K) = ∪m∈ZΨme (M ;K).
Here we recall that Ψme (M ;K) is defined to be the set of m-th order pseudodif-
ferential operators whose kernel is a classical conormal distribution that vanishes
to infinite order at both side boundary faces of M2e and smooth across the front
face, see [Maz91, Definition 3.3]. And the remainder will be a smoothing operator
contained in Ψ−∞e (M ;K) := ∩Ψme (M ;K).
Lemma 4.9. The SO(5)-invariant elliptic operator dQ ∈ Diff2e(M ;K) has an
SO(5)-invariant parametrix E˜ in Ψ−2e (M ;K), such that
Id−dQ ◦ E˜, Id−E˜ ◦ dQ ∈ Ψ−∞e (M ;K)
are also SO(5)-invariant.
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Proof. Any elliptic edge differential operator has a parametrix in the small edge
calculus, following Theorem 3.8 in [Maz91]. The construction gives the kernel of
E as a classical conormal distribution with respect to the ‘lifted diagonal’ of the
stretched edge produce M2e . Because of the product structure of M
2
e , in fact the
action of SO(5) on the kernel E, through the product action on M2, lifts smoothly
to M2e and preserves the lifted diagonal (which is the closure of the diagonal in the
interior). So we may average under the product action and define
E˜ =
∫
g∈SO(5)
g ·E.
Since dQ is SO(5) invariant, E˜ is also a parametrix,
dQ ◦ E˜ = Id+R˜,
and the averaged remainder R˜ is also SO(5) invariant. 
As a consequence, now E˜ and R˜ both commute with the spherical eigenvalue
projection π≥λ. Because of the special product structure, the edge small calculus
can be characterized by 0-small calculus Ψ∗0(H
7) defined in [MM87], which is again
filtered by order Ψ∗0(H
7) = ∪Ψm0 (H7). We recall the definition here that Ψm0 (H7) is
the class of pseudodifferential operators of order m whose distribution is classical
conormal on (H7)20 vanishing to infinite order at both left and right faces. Similarly
the smoothing operators are given by Ψ−∞0 (H
7). Now the remainder R˜ can be
characterized as:
Lemma 4.10. For any λ, the Schwartz kernel of πλR˜ is in C
∞((S4)2,Ψ−∞0 (H
7)⊗
Hom(πλK)) ⊂ C∞(M2e ;K). In consequence it is a smooth map from (S4)2 to
bounded operators on xsHp0 (H
7;πλK) for any s, p; and for any bounded range of s,
the operator norm acting on xsHp0 (H
7;πλK) is uniformly bounded by the Schwartz
kernel norm of πλR˜ in C
k′
(
(H7)20; Hom(πλK)
)
for some k ∈ N.
Proof. As an element in Ψ−∞e (M ;K), the Schwartz kernel of R˜ is smooth on the
double edge space M2e , with values in the bundle Hom(K)⊗K where K is the ker-
nel density bundle. From the properties of the small calculus, the Schwartz kernel
of R˜ vanishes to infinite order at the left and right boundary faces of M2e . Be-
causeM2e has the product structure (H
7)20× (S4)2, the Schwartz kernel of πλR˜ is in
C∞
(
(S4)2, C∞((H7)20,Hom(πλK)⊗K)
)
where C∞((H7)20,Hom(πλK)⊗K) gives the
kernel of a Ψ−∞0 (H
7;πλK) operator acting on K.
From [Maz91, Corollary 3.24], if A is any element in the edge small calculus
Ψ−∞e (M), then A : x
δHse (M) → xδHs
′
e (M) is bounded for any δ, s, s
′ ∈ R. As a
special case of edge calculus, the same proof can be used to show that πλR˜ which
is an element in Ψ−∞0 (H
7;πλK) acts on x
sHp0 (H
7;πλK) as a bounded operator
for any s, p ∈ R. Now consider the map φ from Ψ−∞0 (H7;πλK) to bounded op-
erators on xsHp0 (H
7;πλK). The space of Ψ
−∞
0 (H
7;πλK) operators corresponds
to Schwartz kernels smooth on the double space (H7)20 and vanishing to infinite
order at the left and right boundaries. This space is a Fre´chet space with the
usual C∞−topology on the double space (H7)20 [Lau03, Remark 2.2.2(b)] with
semi-norms given by Ck
(
(H7)20; Hom(πλK)
)
bounds of Schwartz kernels of such
operators. Since φ is a continuous map from a Fre´chet space to a normed space,
the norm is bounded by some norm on Ψ−∞0 (H
7;πλK), i.e. the operator norm of
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πλR˜ on x
sHp0 (H
7;πλK) is bounded by C(s)‖πλR˜‖Ck((H7)20;Hom(πλK)) where C(s) is
a constant only depending on s. Therefore for any bounded interval s ∈ [−S, S],
the bound of ‖πλR˜‖B(xsHp
0
(H7;K)) is uniform. 
We can use the following interpolation result to show that πλR˜ rapidly decays
as λ tends to infinity.
Lemma 4.11. xsHp,ke,b (M ;K) ⊂ L2(S4;xsHp+k0 (H7;K))∩Hp+k(S4;xsL20(H7;K)).
Proof. We only prove the case s = 0 since the weight on the boundary defining func-
tion x transfer to the 0-Sobolev spaces onH7 directly. The space L2(S4;Hp+k0 (H
7;K))
gives p + k order of edge regularity on the H7 direction while the latter space
Hp+k(S4;L2(H7;K)) gives p + k order of regularity in the S4 direction. Together
they give p + k edge regularity on M . Since we have the inclusion Vb ⊃ Ve, the
inclusion in the statement follows from Hp,ke,b (M ;K) ⊂ Hp+ke (M ;K). 
Lemma 4.12. As λ tends to infinity, the bounded operators π≥λR˜ decay in operator
norm on any Sobolev space xsHp,ke,b (M ;K), i.e.
lim
λ→∞
‖π≥λR˜‖xsHp,k
e,b
(H7×S4;K)→xsHp,k
e,b
(H7×S4;K) = 0.
Proof. Using Plancherel it follows that the Schwartz kernel of π≥λR˜ rapidly con-
verges to 0 inHp+k((S4)2, B(xsL20(H
7;K))) and L2((S4)2, B(xsHp+k0 (H
7;K))). Then
we obtain ‖π≥λR˜‖ → 0 as bounded operators on xsHp,ke,b (M ;K) by Lemma 4.11. 
As a consequence, for any fixed s, k, l, there is a λ0 such that ‖π≥λ0R˜‖xsHk,l
e,b
(M ;K) ≤
1
2 , and this λ0 only depends on some C
k norm of the Schwartz kernel on the double
space. In the case that π≥λ0R˜ is small, we get that π≥λ0dQπ≥λ0E˜ is a perturbation
of the identity, which is therefore an isomorphism, that is,
Lemma 4.13. For any s, k, l, there is a λ0 depending only on s, such that
π≥λ0dQπ≥λ0E˜ = Idπ≥λ0K + π≥λ0R˜
where the right hand side is an isomorphism from xsHk,le,b(M ;K) to itself.
Proof. The norm of the operator on the right hand side acting on xsHk,le,b(M ;K) is
bounded away from 0. 
The same argument applies to E˜ ◦ π≥λ0dQπ≥λ0 . Then from the above lemma,
we get that π≥λ0dQ is an isomorphism mapping from π≥λ0x
sHk+2,le,b (M ;K) to
π≥λ0x
sHk,le,b(M ;K), proving the first part of Proposition 4.6. And this implies
Proposition 4.4:
Proof of Proposition 4.4. From Proposition 4.6, there is a constant C such that
C−1‖u‖xδH2,k
e,b
(M ;K) ≤ ‖dQλ>λ0(u)‖xδH0,k
e,b
(M ;K) ≤ C‖u‖xδH2,k
e,b
(M ;K).
With any sufficiently small ǫ, from the triangle inequality we have, for another
constant C˜
C˜−1‖u‖xδH2,k
e,b
(M ;K) ≤ ‖(dQλ>λ0 ± iǫ)u‖xδH0,k
e,b
(M ;K) ≤ C˜‖u‖xδH2,k
e,b
(M ;K).
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Therefore (dQλ>λ0 ± iǫ)−1 converge in the operator norm of xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) →
xδH2,ke,b (M ;K) as ǫ→ 0+.

4.2. Individual eigenvalues with λ 6= 0, 16, 40. Now we consider those eigenval-
ues smaller than λ0. Consider the projected operator
dQλ : Dk(λ, δ)→ xδH0,ke,b (M ;πλK),
which is viewed as a 0-problem on H7 (each tensored with fixed eigenforms on S4).
For the purpose of simplicity, we denote the set of special indicial roots as
Λ = {0, 16, 40}.
From Proposition 3.9, except for λ ∈ Λ, the indicial roots of dQλ are contained in
the range (−∞, 3− δ¯] ∪ [3 + δ¯,∞) with δ¯ = 1. Moreover the pairs of indicial roots
separate further as λ becomes larger. With this information, we show that,
Proposition 4.14. For λ /∈ Λ, dQλ : πλxδHs,ke,b (M ;K) → πλxδHs−2,ke,b (M ;K) is
Fredholm for any |δ| < δ¯. Moreover, when δ > 0, this map is injective; when δ < 0,
it is surjective.
The idea of the proof essentially follows the proof of the proposition below:
Proposition 4.15 (Theorem 6.1 from [Maz91]). Suppose L ∈ Diffme (M) is elliptic
and satisfies
(1) constant indicial roots over the boundary;
(2) unique continuation property of N(L);
and the weight δ satisfies |δ| < δ¯ where δ¯ is the indicial radius, then L : xδH l+me (M)→
xδH le(M) is an isomorphism.
Remark 4.16. For property (1), it can be seen from the previous computation of
indicial roots or just by commuting with the group action of SO(7). For a fixed
λ, the operator dQλ acts on sections of vector bundles on H7 as a 0-operator in
the sense of [MM87]. Since the operator commutes with the group SO(7), we can
decompose the operator dQλ further using spherical harmonics which will give a
system of ODEs each acting on one of the spherical modes. The unique continuation
property of ordinary differential operators can then be applied to show that, if there
is a solution that vanishes to infinite order at the boundary, then the solution must
vanish everywhere. Combine all the spherical modes, we see that dQλ satisfies (2).
Another way to show this property is to adapt the proof from [Maz91II] on unique
continuation on scalar Laplacian on the asymptotic hyperbolic manifolds. Since
the leading order part of each dQλ is a scalar Laplacian and the rest is at most 1st
order differential, one can prove the unique continuation by Carleman estimates
where all the lower order terms are estimated just by |∇u|+ |u|.
We first introduce two operators related to dQλ: the normal operator and re-
duced normal operator.
Definition 4.17 (Normal operator). For L ∈ Diff∗e(M) the normal operator N(L)
is defined to be the restriction to the front face B11 of the lift of L to M
2
e . In terms
of the local coordinate, if
L =
∑
j+|α|+|β|≤m
aj,α,β(x, y, z)(x∂x)
j(x∂y)
α∂βz
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then
N(L) =
∑
j+|α|+|β|≤m
aj,α,β(0, y˜, z)(s∂s)
j(s∂u)
α∂βz ,
where s, u, x˜, y˜, z, z˜ is the lifted coordinate system on M2e covering B11 such that
s =
x
x˜
, u =
y − y˜
x˜
.
By the identification H7 ≃ (0,∞)s ×R6u, the normal operator N(L) is naturally an
operator on H7 × S4.
Since dQλ does not have a ∂z component, N(dQ
λ) acts on the half space R+ ×
R6 ∋ (s, u) which is the tangent space of H7 for each fixed boundary point y˜ ∈ Y =
S6. So it is the operator with coefficients frozen at the boundary. This may be
further reduced to be the reduced normal operator which is a family of differential
b-operators.
Definition 4.18 (Reduced normal operator). The reduced normal operator N0(L)
is defined by conjugating N(L) by the Fourier transform in the R6 direction then
rescaling. Specifically, if we denote η the dual variable to u, and set t = s|η|, ηˆ = η|η| ,
then
N0(L) =
∑
j+|α|+|β|≤m
aj,α,β(0, y˜, z)(t∂t)
j(itηˆ)α∂βz , t ∈ R+, ηˆ ∈ S∗y˜Y.
Since the reduced normal operator of dQλ is independent of the fiber variables
z, it is for fixed (y˜, ηˆ) an ordinary differential operator on R+t and has the following
mapping property:
Lemma 4.19. For λ /∈ Λ, given any fixed (y˜, ηˆ) ∈ S6 × S∗y˜S6 and |δ| < δ¯, the
reduced normal operator
N0(dQ
λ) : tδH2(R+t )→ tδL2(R+t )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is contained in Lemma 5.5–5.12 in [Maz91]. For each λ /∈ Λ,
N0(dQ
λ) is a regular singular second order ordinary differential operator, and has a
pair of indicial roots 3± δλ with |δλ| ≥ δ¯. Near t = 0 the operator is an ordinary b-
operator controlled by the pair of indicial roots; near t = +∞, the operator is of the
form t2E+O(t) where the leading order term of E is given by ∂2t−ηˆ2 hence elliptic in
the sense of b-operators by considering the transformation s = 1t . This operator is
of the “Bessel type” [Maz91, Definition 5.3]. Following the proof there, parametrices
can be constructed near the two ends, t = 0 and t = ∞. Near t = 0, only the b-
structure matters and the parametrix H00 is constructed in Theorem 4.4 of [Maz91]
and it is bounded between tδHℓb (R
+) and tδHℓ+2b (R
+) for |δ| < δ¯. Near t = ∞,
the “Bessel type” structure of N0 = a2,2t
2∂2t + a2,0t
2 +
∑
j+m≤1 aj,mt
j∂mt is used.
It is shown that the partial principle symbol is given by σ˜(N0) = a2,2t
2τ2 + a2,0t
2
(where τ is dual to ∂t) such that 〈σ˜(N0)u, u〉 ≥ Ct2(1+τ2)‖u‖2 for sufficiently large
t, hence a parametrix near t = ∞ can be constructed by integration H∞0 (u) :=∫
eitτ σ˜(N0)
−1uˆ(τ)dτ . The two parametrices are patched together using a cutoff
functon φ(t) to give H0 = φH
0
0 + (1 − φ)H∞0 that gives the Fredholm property:
(4.1) H0 ◦N0 = I − P01, N0 ◦H0 = I − P02
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such that P01 and P02 are compact. For an ordinary differential operator on R
+
acting on weighted space with weights between the two indicial roots, the operator
is bijective. 
Lemma 4.20. For λ /∈ Λ and |δ| < δ¯, the normal operator N(dQλ) is Fredholm
on xδH0e (M ;πλK).
Proof. This proof is contained in [Maz91, Theorem 5.16]. The reduced normal op-
erator is obtained by Fourier transform and normalization of the operator N(dQλ),
so we can reverse this process to do first rescaling then an inverse Fourier transform
to get the parametrix for N(dQλ) from the parametrix H0 above. Specifically,
Hˆ(s, s˜, η) = H0(s|η|, s˜|η|, η)|η|
is a bounded operator from sδHˆ0e (M ;K) to s
δHˆ2e (M ;K) where in the definition of
Hˆ∗e the differentiation s∂u is replaced by multiplication of sη. And this gives Pˆ01
and Pˆ02 with the correct bounds. Then by doing an inverse Fourier transform
N(H)(s, s˜, u, u˜) =
∫
ei(u−u˜)ηHˆ(s, s˜, η)dη
we obtain the normal operator for the generalized inverse
N(H) : sδH0e (M ;πλK)→ sδH2e (M ;πλK)
with corresponding compact errors N(P0i), i = 1, 2. 
We may then use representation theory to show this operator is injective on any
space contained in L2:
Lemma 4.21. The kernel of the normal operator N(dQλ) on xδH2,ke,b (M ;πλK) is
trivial for δ > 0.
Proof. From the expression of dQλ in (3.18)–(3.23), we know that each operator
dQλ acting on some bundles on H7 is given by leading order ∆H7 Id on a direct sum
of forms, or ∆rough
H7
on two-tensors. And off diagonal terms are lower order. So to
study the normal operator, we only need to consider the injectivity and surjectivity
of the operators ∆H7 + L and ∆
rough
H7
+ L with L ∈ R out of the spectrum (which
corresponds to the assumption that λ /∈ Λ hence the indicial roots are away from
the L2 cutoff line).
If the kernel of N(dQλ) inside L2 is nontrivial, take such an element u, and
based on the discussion above, u lies in the eigenspace of ∆H7 or ∆
rough
H7
. Take
the subspace formed by action of SO(7, 1) on u, which is a finite-dimensional L2
eigenspace. However, there are no finite dimensional L2 invariant subspaces of
forms on H7 [Maz88]; and there are no L2 eigentensors, from Delay’s result [Del02].
It follows that the kernel of N(dQλ) must be trivial. 
As a result we have:
Lemma 4.22. For any δ¯ > δ > 0, the normal operator N(dQλ) is injective on
xδH2,ke,b (M ;πλK) and surjective on x
−δH2,ke,b (M ;πλK).
Proof. From the discussion above, the kernel of map N(dQλ) on xδH2,ke,b (M ;πλK)
is contained in the L2 space of forms and tensors on H7 such that for each fixed λ
it is contained in some eigenspace of ∆H7 or ∆
rough
H7
, which from the lemma above
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does not have any nontrivial elements. Therefore the map N(dQλ) is injective. By
considering N(dQλ)∗ and duality with respect to the L2 space, we can see that the
operator N(dQλ) is surjective on the bigger space x−δH2,ke,b (M ;πλK). 
We now return to the original operator dQλ and show that it is Fredholm.
Proof of Proposition 4.14. From N(H) constructed in Lemma 4.20 which is defined
on the front face of M2e , we extend it to M
2
e and solve off the errors on the left
boundary faces using the indicial operator. In this way we get a left parametrix
HL. Similarly one get a right parametrix HR. This process is described in [Maz91,
Theorem 6.1]. This gives two generalized inverses acting on edge Sobolev spaces.
And by commuting any b-vector fields with the operator dQλ and use the relation
that [Vb,Ve] ⊂ Vb, we can see that the b-regularity is preserved by the generalized
inverses. Hence
HL/R : x
δH0,ke,b (M ;πλK)→ xδH2,ke,b (M ;πλK),
which shows that dQλ is Fredholm.
For a general kernel element of dQλ, we decompose it using the SO(7, 1) action,
so it lies in the null space of the normal operator N(dQλ) which is trivial by
Lemma 4.21. Therefore the kernel is also trivial for the operator dQλ. The operator
is therefore injective on the smaller space, and by duality surjective on the larger
space. 
4.3. Individual eigenvalues with λ ∈ Λ. For those eigenvalues corresponding to
indicial roots with real part equal to 3, we consider each subspace πλx
−δH2,ke,b (M ;K)
separately. Restricted to these subspaces, the linearized operator is a 0-operator
on hyperbolic space, of which the main part is the hyperbolic Laplacian ∆H. From
Mazzeo–Melrose [MM87] and Guillarmou [Gui05], the resolvent of ∆H − λ(6 − λ),
denoted as R(λ), extends to a meromorphic family with finite order poles. Similarly,
we want to show that dQ has two generalized inverses R±, which are the limits of
the resolvent (dQ± iǫ)−1 when ǫ ↓ 0 that extends to the spectrum.
First we show that the indicial roots become separated from the L2 line by
adding an imaginary perturbation.
Lemma 4.23. For λ ∈ Λ and any ǫ > 0, the two indicial roots of the operator
dQλ ± iǫ lie off the Re(s) = 3 line.
Proof. Suppose s ∈ C is an indicial root for an operator P on a point p at the
boundary, then we have P (xs) = O(xs+1) by definition. For ǫ 6= 0, the following
computation shows that s is no longer an indicial root: (P + iǫ)(xs) = iǫxs +
O(xs+1) 6= O(xs+1). Instead, take the harmonic 4-form part which has indicial
roots 3± 6i which in the indicial root computation is dQλ(x3+θ) = (θ2+36)x3+θ+
O(x4), after perturbation it becomes
(dQλ + iǫ)(x3+θ) = (θ2 + iǫ+ 36)x3+θ +O(x4)
so the indicial equation becomes θ2 = −iǫ − 36 which moves the two roots 3 ± θ1
off the line of Re(s) = 3. A similar argument applies to other two pairs of roots
3± θi, i = 2, 3. 
Lemma 4.24. For λ ∈ Λ and any sufficiently small ǫ > 0, the inverse (dQλ±iǫ)−1 :
xδH2,ke,b (M ; πλK)→ Dk(λ, δ) ⊂ x−δH0,ke,b (M ;πλK) exists as a bounded operator.
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Proof. Using the indicial roots separation and same argument as in Proposition 4.14,
the operator dQλ±iǫ is Fredholm on xδH2,ke,b (M ;πλK), injective on the smaller space
and surjective on the larger space. 
Moreover with the limiting absorption principle below we show that the bound
is uniform with respect to ǫ ↓ 0. Consider the reduced normal operator of dQλ +
iǫ, which is a differential operator (parametrized by y and ǫ), is injective from
xδH2(R+)→ xδL2(R+) for any fixed δ > 0. This ODE operator may be extended
holomorphically as ǫ approaches zero from above, and the solution of the ODE
extends holomorphically as well. However after extending ǫ past zero, the smaller
indicial root becomes the larger one, which is excluded from the solution. This is
reflected in the resolvent Rλ+ := limǫ↓0(dQλ + iǫ)
−1 as the expansion of Rλ+u for
u ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) has only half of the indicial roots. And similarly for the other
direction, the expansion of Rλ−u only has the other half of the indicial roots.
To prove this limiting absorption principle, we use the specific structure of dQλ
as in (3.18)-(3.23), which is separated into two cases: λ = 0 and λ = 16, 40. In the
first case, the operator is exactly the Hodge Laplacian on H7 acting on a 4-form, so
we use the result from [Vas12] and the explicit construction of resolvents in [Kan09].
For the other case, the operator is a matrix system of which the diagonal is given
by the Laplacian on H7 acting on functions, and the rest is given by a constant
matrix. Here we follow a similar strategy as in [DZ18, Theorem 3.1.4] and use
spectral measures and contour deformation to show the bound.
Proposition 4.25 (Limiting absorption principle). For 0 < δ < δ¯, λ ∈ Λ, and
ǫ > 0 the operators (dQλ ± iǫ)−1 converges uniformly to bounded operators on
weighted Sobolev spaces,
lim
ǫ↓0
‖(dQλ ± iǫ)−1 −Rλ±‖xδH0,k
e,b
(M ;πλK)→x−δH
2,k
e,b
(M ;πλK)
= 0.
Proof. We give a proof using different strategies for the following two cases: (1)
λ = 0; (2) λ = 16 or 40.
The λ = 0 case
The nontrivial indicial root pair in this case comes from the system onH(4,0), and
the equation is given by (B.15). Hence the operator dQλ is given by ∆H7 +36 where
the Hodge Laplacian acts on 4-forms on H7. Then using the result from [Vas12,
Theorem 1.1] and the estimates (1.1) there, we have that the resolvents (dQλ ± iǫ)
extend meromorphically to the real line. Moreover, from the explicit construction of
(∆H7+µ)
−1 in [Kan09, Theorem 9.5] on the double space and the mapping property
of the full 0-calculus from the decay rate on the boundary on (H7)20 (using a similar
proof as in the case of scalar Laplacian below), we can see that the resolvent is
uniformly bounded.
The λ = 16 or 40 case
We discuss the λ = 16 case, and the other λ = 40 case is proved using the
exactly same method. In this case, the system corresponds to dQλ acting on
TrS4(k), TrH7(k), k(1,1), H(0,4), H(1,3). And after rearrangement it can be written
as a square matrix acting on four functions on H7 as in (B.27). In this case,
dQλ = (∆H7 − 9) Id+A
where A is a 4-by-4 constant matrix. From the indicial roots computation, we
know that the matrix A has one negative eigenvalue −µ20 = (σ±2 − 3)2, and other
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eigenvalues are all positive. In particular A does not have 0 as an eigenvalue
(otherwise there will be a pair of double indicial roots equal to 3).
For the function Laplacian, we have the resolvent
R+0 (s) = (∆H7 − s(6− s))−1 =
(
∆H7 − 9− µ2
)−1
, iµ = s− 3,
which maps from L20(H
7) to H20 (H
7) when Re s >> 1 (or Imµ >> 1) and is
extended meromorphically to the line Re s = 3 (or the real line for µ) to be a
bounded operator from xδL20(H
7) to x−δH20 (H
7) for δ > 0. Similar we have the
other resolvent R−0 extended from the other side. And we can prove the following
uniformity result for R±0 (s):
(4.2) lim
ǫ↓0
‖(∆H7 − s(6− s)± iǫ)−1 −R±0 (s)‖xδL20(B7)→x−δH20 (B7) = 0.
The proof of this will be included in the end. Suppose we know this estimate, then
by commuting with b-vector field we can get the estimate for R±0 (s) on the hybrid
Sobolev space.
Now we show that for the operator (∆H7 − 9) Id+A a similar estimate holds.
Denote
P = ∆H7 − 9.
Using spectral measure, we have the following expression for any smooth function
f :
f(P ) =
1
2πi
∫
R
f(µ2)(P − µ2)−1dµ.
And we would like to apply it to two matrix-valued functions f±(P ) = (P ⊗ Id +
A ± iǫ ⊗ Id)−1 = (dQλ ± iǫ)−1. Take f+ for example. When ǫ = 0, the integral
above has two singularities on R at exactly ±µ0 = −i(θ±2 − 3) since this is where
f(µ) = (µ2 + A)−1 has a pole by the discussion of eigenvalues of A above. And
by Lemma 4.23, when ǫ > 0, these two singular points move away from ±µ0, in
particular, the one corresponding to µ0 moves into the upper half plane and the
other one −µ0 moves into the lower half plane. So for a fixed small range of ǫ,
there is a curve γ+ which is the real axis except near ±µ0, and it goes above µ0
and below −µ0 so that it avoids all the singularities of f+ for this fixed range of ǫ
(see Figure 3.1 in [DZ18] for illustration). Similarly we have an opposite contour
γ− for f−. Now we have the identity
(dQλ ± iǫ)−1 =
∫
γ±
(µ2Id+A± iǫId)−1R±0 (µ)dµ.
There is convergence at µ→ ±∞ since away from the two singularities the integral
can be completely deformed into Reµ >> 1 or −Reµ >> 1 where it has good
invertibility. Now using the uniform estimate (4.2) of R±0 (µ) as µ approaches the
real line, we get the uniform estimate for (dQλ ± iǫ)−1 as ǫ→ 0.
We now finish by proving (4.2), which is essentially contained in [MM87] with
the description of the kernel of the resolvent R(s) = (∆H7 − s(6 − s))−1 for s ap-
proaching Re s = 3 which corresponds to the continuous spectrum. Here we use
proposition 6.2 in [MM87] that the kernel of R(s), which is a function of the hyper-
bolic distance |(x, y)− (x′, y′)|, decays as xRe s(x′)Re sq(x, y, x′, y′) on the boundary
of the double space and belongs to ρ−2sff C
∞((H7)20) where ρff is a boundary defin-
ing function of the front face of (H7)20. To show the bounds, we use the fact that
x3L2(B7;x−1dxdy) = L2(B7;x−7dxdy) = L20(H
7). Therefore if we consider the
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kernel R˜(s) on L2(B7;x−1dxdy), then R˜(s, x, x′) = x−3R(s, x, x′)(x′)−3. For fixed
δ > 0 and any |Re s− 3| << 1,
supx′∈B7
∫
x,y
xδR˜(s, x, x′, y, y′)(x′)δx−1dxdy < C,
supx∈B7
∫
x′,y′
xδR˜(s, x, x′, y, y′)(x′)δ(x′)−1dx′dy′ < C,
where C does not depend on ǫ. Then by Schur’s lemma R˜(s) : xδL2(B7;x−1dxdy)→
x−δL2(B7;x−1dxdy) is bounded in the operator norm for s approaching s±. Trans-
form back to the hyperbolic space, R(s) : xδL20(H
7) → x−δL20(H7) is uniformly
bounded. The bound on xδL20(H
7) → x−δH20 (H7) follows from ellipticity by com-
muting with the 0-elliptic operator ∆H7 .

4.4. Boundary data parametrization. Combining the analysis for λ off the L2
line and on the L2 line, we conclude:
Proposition 4.26. For δ ∈ (0, δ¯) and a product metric h × 14gS4 on M with h
being a Poincare–Einstein metric sufficiently close to hyperbolic metric, there are
two generalized inverses R± : x
δH0,ke,b (M ;K) → x−δH2,ke,b (M ;K) for operator dQ,
such that
dQ ◦R+ = Id, dQ ◦R− = Id : xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)→ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K).
Proof. When h is the hyperbolic metric, we just need to combine result from Propo-
sition 4.4, 4.14, and 4.25. We will show that when the boundary conformal class
of h, denoted as hˆ, is close to the standard spherical metric ‖hˆ− gS6‖Hk(S6) << 1
(therefore h is a Poincare–Einstein metric close to gH7), the same result applies.
For dQλ>λ0 , Proposition 4.4 holds since dQ is still an edge operator. And one can
choose a boundary defining function on B7 such that the normal operator N(dQλ)
is the same as before, therefore the same analysis on N(dQλ) applies for both λ
off and on the L2 line. The injectivity of dQλ for any individual λ /∈ Λ acting on
xδH2,ke,b (M ;πλK) is obtained by the same argument as in the case when h is the
exact hyperbolic metric (see Lemma 4.21 and Proposition 4.14), where we consider
the decomposition of the kernel of dQλ into eigenforms and eigenfunctions of ∆h
as the finite dimensional L2 subspaces, which by perturbation from H7 there is not
any such finite dimensional subspaces. Therefore the same analysis in {dQλ}λ/∈Λλ<λ0
applies.
As for λ ∈ Λ, we will need to that the limit absorption principle as in Propo-
sition 4.25 still applies for a Poincare–Einstein metric h sufficiently close to the
hyperbolic metric. Using the same strategy there, we separate into two cases. For
the first case λ = 0, it is the exact Hodge Laplacian ∆h + 36 acting on 4-forms on
an asymptotically hyperbolic manifold. Since both the result in [Vas12] and the
resolvent construction [Kan09, Theorem 9.5] cover such metrics, the same estimate
holds.
For the other two cases λ = 16, 40, we can use the same coutour deformation to
see that (dQλ ± iǫ)−1 uniformly approaches R± if the estimate (4.2) holds. That
is, we only need to see that
lim
ǫ↓0
‖(∆h − s(6− s)± iǫ)−1 −Rh(s±)‖xδL2
0
(B7)→x−δH2
0
(B7) = 0.
This can be seen by comparing the resolvent of a Poincare–Einstein metric h suf-
ficiently close to the hyperbolic metric. In particular, following the parametrix
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construction in [MM87], the resolvent is polyhomogeneous if the Poincare–Einstein
metric is polyhomogeneous, and the same decay of the kernel of the resolvent on
the double space is obtained. So the estimate of the resolvent kernel applies to
asymptotic hyperbolic metric h, therefore Proposition 4.25 still holds.
Combining the argument above, we obtain R±. 
As a consequence, we define the following right inverse
(4.3) (dQ)−1 :=
1
2
(R+ +R−),
with the property that dQ ◦ (dQ)−1 = IdxδHs,k
0,b
(M ;K). Here R+ and R− are
both complex-valued operators, however (dQ)−1 being a real-valued operator which
means that it has a real-valued integral kernel.
To get the main theorem, we will parametrize the domain by the boundary data,
which amounts to show that there is a Poisson operator that maps boundary data
into the kernel space. From the analysis in previous sections, we know that the only
nontrivial kernel comes from the three pairs of special indicial roots, and therefore
it is a geometric scattering problem. For the hyperbolic space, the scattering oper-
ator for Laplacian operators on functions and forms have been studied in various
settings [MM87, Maz88, MP90, Mel95, GZ03, Gui05, Gui06, Lee06]. In the context
of dQλ, as we see from the computations in appendix B the three special cases
all turn into problems of (∆H − sλ) on functions and forms within the continuous
spectrum, therefore we will use scattering operators to parametrize the kernels.
We start with the base case with the metric gH7 × 14gS4 .
Lemma 4.27. The real null space Null(dQ) ⊂ Dk(δ) is parametrized by ⊕Vi defined
in Definition 1.3. There is a Poisson operator P : Hk(S6;V ) → x−δH2,ke,b (M ;K)
such that dQ ◦ P = 0 and for any v ∈ V , P (v) has the expansion as in (15).
Proof. For the construction of the Poisson operator, we follow Graham–Zworski [GZ03]
and Guillarmou [Gui05] and first construct a formal solution operator P˜ by the stan-
dard asymptotic method. Given the boundary terms consisting of v = (v+1 , v
+
2 , v
+
3 )
in Definition 1.3, let (k0, H0) be the leading order part of (15), which near the
boundary is given by the scattering data and then extended from the boundary by
a cut-off function into the interior, then we have
dQ(k0, H0) = I(dQ)(k0, H0) +O(x
3+δ) ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)
then one can solve the subsequent terms by iteratively constructing the expansion.
By Borel’s lemma, we arrive at a formal solution P˜ (v) = (k˜, H˜) with dQ(k˜, H˜) =
O(x∞) where (k˜, H˜) has the same leading order expansion. Then by the following
proposition 3.4 in [GZ03] there is a unique Poisson operator defined as
(4.4) P = (I −R+ ◦ dQ) ◦ P˜
with the correct mapping property.
To show that the resulting kernel P (v) is real, we use the description of scattering
matrix in hyperbolic space in Guillarmou–Naud [GN06]:
S(s) = 2n−2s
Γ(n2 − s)
Γ(s− n2 )
Γ
(√
∆Sn + (
n−1
2 )
2 + 1−n2 + s
)
Γ
(√
∆Sn + (
n−1
2 )
2 + n+12 − s
) ,
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where if we put in s = θ+2 denoted as 3 + iα, we get the scattering operator
S(3 + iα) = 2−2αi
Γ(−iα)
Γ(iα)
Γ(
√
∆S6 +
25
4 +
1
2 + iα)
Γ(
√
∆S6 +
25
4 +
1
2 − iα)
.
Since the scattering matrix is a function of the Laplacian on the boundary S6, we
can take the eigenvalue expansion on 6-sphere with real eigenfunction fλ, and then
consider the following expression, which is real and forms the leading order of the
actual solution:
(4.5) uλ = x
3+iαfλ + x
3−iαS(3 + iα)fλ = x
3+iαfλ + x
3−iα(2−2αie2iθ)fλ.
Here θ is a real number determined by
(4.6) e2iθ(λ) =
Γ(−iα)
Γ(iα)
Γ
(√
λ+ 254 +
1
2 + iα
)
Γ
(√
λ+ 254 +
1
2 − iα
) ,
by using the relation of
Γ(z¯) = Γ(z)
so that the right hand side of (4.6) is a complex number with norm 1 and θ is a
real number determined by λ.
Rearranging the expression, the solution in the eigenvalue λ component in (4.5)
is
(4.7)
uλ = x
3+iαfλ + x
3−iα2−2αie2iθfλ
= x32−iαeiθ
(
(2x)iαe−iθ + (2x)−iαeiθ
)
fλ
= x321−iαeiθ Re
(
(2x)iαe−iθ(λ)
)
fλ
which is a product of a real function on S6 with complex constant 21−iαeiθ. There-
fore in this case,
uλ = Uλe
it, t = t(λ) ∈ R,
which shows that uλ is given by a real function Uλ for each λ. Hence the part
of leading order expansion in (15) given by v+2 x
θ+
2 + S2(v
+
2 )x
θ−
2 can be written as
u =
∑
λ uλ =
∑
λ Uλe
it(λ) where each Uλ is a real function. The same argument
applies to the part given by S3.
For the part corresponding to S1 which is the scattering matrix for forms on
hyperbolic space, we use the explicit construction in proof of [Kan09, Theorem B].
In particular, the construction using spherical harmonics in Chapter 7 gives the
scattering matrix construction for the boundary data v±1 , which is exactly what we
need. 
And in the exact case with hyperbolic space, we can characterize the range of
the Poisson operator using the two resolvents.
Lemma 4.28. The range of the Poisson operator P acting on Hk(S6;V ) is the
same as the range of i(R+ −R−) acting on xδH0,ke,b (M ;K).
Proof. By Stone’s theorem, see for example (4.4) in [Gui06], the difference of R+
and R− is given by
1
2πidE where dE is the spectral measure of dQ. To relate to the
Poisson operator P , we consider its adjoint P ∗ which is a map from xδH0,ke,b (M ;W )
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to Hk(S6;V ). Since P : Hk(S6;V ) → x−δH0,ke,b (M ;W ) is injective, by duality the
above P ∗ is surjective. We then use use the formula
(4.8) PP ∗ =
1
2π
dE = −i(R+ −R−)
where the first equality can be proven using the same method from [Bor07, Propo-
sition 4.3] by generalization from hyperbolic surfaces to the hyperbolic space H7.
Then by the surjectvity of P ∗, we get that the range of i(R+ − R−) acting on
xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) is the same as the range of P acting on H
k(S6;V ). 
Now we consider the perturbation from the base hyperbolic metric to a nearby
Poincare´-Einstein metric h. As discussed before, we still have the two generalized
inverses.
Lemma 4.29. For a Poincare´–Einstein metric h that is close to the hyperbolic
metric gH7 with conformal infinity ‖hˆ − gS6‖Hk(S6) << 1, the range space of the
sum of two generalized inverses R± is transversal to the range of their difference:
Range(R+ +R−) is transversal to Range(R+ −R−).
Proof. We first show that the intersection of Range(R++R−) and Range(R+−R−)
in Dk(δ) contains only 0. If f = (R+ − R−)u 6= 0 is in the intersection, then
dQ(f) = 0. On the other hand, f = (R+ + R−)v for some v 6= 0, hence dQ(f) =
dQ(R+ + R−)v = 2v which combined with the previous line shows v = 0 hence
f = 0. Therefore the only element in the intersection of the two ranges is 0.
We next show that any element f ∈ Dk(δ) can be written as the sum of two
element such that
(4.9) f = u+ v, u ∈ Range(R+ + R−), v ∈ Range(R+ −R−).
Since f is an element inDk(δ), it can be written as a f = f0+f
′ where f ′ = O(x3+δ)
and f0 are the leading asymptotics given by the special indicial roots θ
±
i , i = 1, 2, 3,
such that f0 is formally annihilated by dQ. More specifically, f0 is similar to the
leading order part in (15) where the scattering matrix part Si(v
+
i ) are replaced
by arbitrary v−i ∈ Vi. Now we compute R+dQ(f) and R−dQ(f), and will show
that f − R±dQ(f) is in the range of the Poisson operator P and has incoming
data ℓ± = {v±i }3i=1. First of all, dQ(f − R+dQ(f)) = dQ(f) − dQ(f) = 0 so
u = f − R+dQ(f) is in the kernel of dQ. And we can read the leading boundary
asymptotic of u which is given in the form of (15) so that ℓ+ = (v
+
1 , v
+
2 , v
+
3 ) are
the incoming data. Now we need to show that u = Pℓ+. Since u and Pℓ+ have the
same incoming data and both solve dQ(u) = dQ(Pℓ+) = 0, we use the following
pairing formula on Mǫ = H
7
ǫ × S4 where H7ǫ is the manifold given by {x > ǫ} for
some ǫ > 0:
(4.10)
∫
Mǫ
udQ(Pℓ+)− dQ(u)Pℓ+ =
3∑
i=1
1
2i Im θi
∫
∂Mǫ
v+i v˜
−
i − v+i v˜−i
where {v±i } are the incoming and outgoing data for u and {v˜±i } are the the incoming
and outgoing data for Pℓ+. The pairing formula is derived from the usual Green’s
formula noting that dQ is self-adjoint. And since v+i = v˜
+
i , by taking ǫ→ 0, we get
v−i = v˜
−
i . Therefore u and Pℓ+ have the same incoming and outgoing data, and
by unique continuation, we have f − R+dQ(f) = u = Pℓ+. The same argument
applies to f −R−dQ(f).
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Therefore we write
f = R+ ◦ dQ(f) + Pℓ+ = R− ◦ dQ(f) + Pℓ−,
where ℓ+, ℓ− ∈ Hk(S6;V ). From above we get
f =
1
2
(R+ +R−) ◦ dQ(f) + 1
2
P (ℓ+ + ℓ−).
Then we let u = 12 (R++R−)◦dQ(f) and v = 12P (ℓ++ ℓ−). Since u ∈ Range(R++
R−) by definition, and v ∈ Range(P ) = Range(R+ + R−) by the previous lemma,
we get (4.9).
Since transversality is stable under small perturbations, the result follows for
nearby Poincare´-Einstein metrics. 
The Poisson operator defined in (4.4) (with respect to the hyperbolic metric)
exists for nearby Poincare´-Einstein metric as well. The range of P is still the same
as the range of i(R+ −R−). With this we conclude:
Proposition 4.30. The range of the Poisson operator P acting on Hk(S6;V ) is
transversal to the range of (dQ)−1 = (R+ +R−) acting on x
δH2,ke,b (M ;K).
Proof. Since the range of i(R+ −R−) is transversal to the range of (R+ +R−) by
lemma 4.29, the transversality in the statement follows from that the range of P is
the same as the range of i(R+ −R−). 
5. Solvability of the nonlinear operator
From the discussion of the linear operator dQ above, we now can apply the
implicit function theorem to get results for the nonlinear operator. To do this
we first need to show that the nonlinear terms are controlled. Then we will use
a perturbation argument to show that for each solution with Poincare´–Einstein
metric close to hyperbolic metric, the nearby solutions are parametrized by the
three parameters on S6 as in the linear case.
To deal with the fact that the domain changes with the base metric and the
boundary parameters, we will use an implicit function theorem for a map from
range space to itself, and show this map is a perturbation of identity, therefore an
isomorphism.
First of all we define the domain that depends on the choice of the base Poincare´–
Einstein metric h and the boundary parameter v = (v1, v2, v3) ∈ V . From proposi-
tion 4.30, we know that the image of (dQ)−1 = 12 (R+ + R−) is transversal to the
image of the Poisson operator P , which for a nearby Poincare´–Einstein metric is
still the kernel of the linearized operator. For each fixed parameter v, we define the
domain as an affine section of (dQ)−1(xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)) translated by Pv.
Definition 5.1. (Domain of nonlinear operator) For a Poincare´–Einstein metric h
with ‖hˆ− gS6‖Hk(S6) << 1 and a set of parameters v = (v1, v2, v3) ∈ V , the domain
Dh,v for the nonlinear operator Q is defined as
Dh,v :=
{
(dQ)−1f + Pv
∣∣∣ f ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)}
where dQ = dQt,W is the linearization at t = h × 14gS4 , and P is the Poisson
operator for t.
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Note that the domain depends on the choice of h and v, where the dependence of
h comes from the construction (dQ)−1 = 12 (R++R−). Because of the transversality
from 4.30, Dh,v can be viewed as a slice in Dk(δ):
∪v∈VDh,v = Dk(δ).
The domain has the property that, if h = gH7 is the hyperbolic metric, then each
slice Dh,v is mapped by dQ isomorphically back to the range space x
δH0,ke,b (M ;K)
where the kernel in each slice is exactly Pv.
For nearby metric h, one important property of this domain is that Dh,v is
mapped surjectively to the range space xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) by the linearized operator
dQ = dQt,W .
Lemma 5.2. Acting on the domain defined in 5.1, the linearized operator
dQ : Dh,v → xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)
is a surjective map.
Proof. By direct computation, for any f ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) and v ∈ V ,
dQ
(
1
2
(R+ +R−)f + Pv
)
= dQ(dQ)−1f + dQ(Pv) = f + dQ(Pv) = f.
Here we used the fact that R+ and R− are both right generalized inverses for dQ.
And by definition of the Poisson operator dQ(Pv) = 0 for any v. Since f can be
any element in the vector space, it follows the range of dQ acting on Dh,v is the
whole space. 
Next we show that the nonlinear terms are well controlled, the nonlinear operator
Q maps Dh,v to x
δH2,ke,b (M ;K). This is proved by showing that the difference of
Q and dQ is small. And we only need to consider the action on the xδH2,ke,b (M ;K)
since the only part that has a worse decay is eliminated by dQ.
Lemma 5.3. For sufficiently large k, the product type nonlinear terms: F ◦ F −
d(F ◦ F ), and F ∧F − d(F ∧ F ) are both contained in xδH2,ke,b (M ;K).
Proof. The nonlinear parts are F ∧F and F ◦F which are products of two elements
in the range space xδH2,ke,b (M ;K). Take a basis of the edge bundles, these can be
considered locally as functions in xδH2,ke,b (M). Using proposition A.3, we know that
for r > −3, and sufficiently large k, and any f, g ∈ xrHs,ke,b (M), the product fg is
also in xrHs,ke,b (M). Since in our case δ > 0, the result follows. 
The other nonlinear term is the remainder from the linearization of Ric operator,
for which we show below that it is also contained in the range space.
Lemma 5.4. The nonlinear remainder of Ric, Ric−d(Ric) acting on k ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)
is contained in xδH0,ke,b (M ;K).
Proof. We compute the linearization d(Ric), which acting on a 2-tensor h can be
written as
d(Ric)[h] =
−1
2
gml(∇m∇lhjk −∇m∇khjl −∇l∇jhmk −∇j∇khml).
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Comparing Ric and d(Ric), the difference is a 3rd order polynomial of g, g−1 and
first order derivatives of these with smooth coefficients. Since the metric component
g and g−1 are smooth, hence in xδHs,ke,b (M ;K), it follows again by the algebra
property that their product is contained in xδHs,ke,b (M ;K). 
We next define a nonlinear operator Qh,v that is defined as a translation of the
original operator Q = Qh,0 defined in (5).
Definition 5.5. For a Poincare–Einstein metric h such that ‖hˆ−gS6‖Hk(S6) << 1,
we define the parametrized nonlinear operator Qh,v as:
Qh,v : Dk(δ)→ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K), u 7→ Qh,0(u+ Pv),
where Qh,0 is the nonlinear operator defined in (5) and P is the Poisson operator
with respect to the Poincare–Einstein metric h.
As a translation of the original operator, the linearization of Qh,v is closely
related to the original linearized operator dQ:
Lemma 5.6. The linearization of Qh,v at (t,W )− Pv = (h× 14gS4 , 6VolS4)− Pv,
denoted as dQh,v(t,W )−Pv, is the same as dQ
h,0
t,W :
dQh,v(t,W )−Pv(u) = dQ
h,0
(t,W )(u), ∀u = (k,H) ∈ e Sym2(M)⊕ e ∧4 M.
Proof. Since Qh,v is defined as a translation of Qh,0 by Pv:
Qh,v(·) = Qh,0(·+ Pv),
and the nonlinear terms in Q are all quadratic, therefore by definition of the lin-
earization we have
dQh,v(t,W )−Pv(u) = lims→0
Qh,v((t,W )− Pv + su)
s
= lim
s→0
Qh,0((t,W ) + su)
s
= dQh,0t,W (u).

For simplicity, dQ (and therefore (dQ)−1) will be the abbreviation for dQh,0t,W ,
and the linearization of dQh,v will be noted separately. The composed operator
Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1 is this well-defined operator as a map on the following space:
Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1 : xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)→ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K).
f 7→ Qh,0
(1
2
(R+ +R−)f + Pv
)
.
We now discuss the properties of this operator using the following implicit function
theorem, which can be found for example in [Lan99, Theorem 5.9].
Lemma 5.7 (Implicit function theorem). For two Banach spaces V and M, if f is a
smooth map f : V ×M →M near a point (v0,m0) ∈ V ×M with f(v0,m0) = c, and
the linearization of the map with respect to the second variable df2(v0,m0) :M →M
is an isomorphism, then there is neighborhood v0 ∈ U ⊂ V and a smooth map
g : V →M , such that f(v, g(v)) = c, ∀v ∈ U .
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Theorem 1. For k ≫ 0, δ <∈ (0, δ¯), there exists ρ > 0 and ǫ > 0, such that, for
a Poincare´–Einstein metric h that is sufficiently close to the base metric gH7 with
‖hˆ−gS6‖Hk(S6) < ǫ, and any boundary value perturbation v ∈ V with ‖v‖Hk(S6;V ) <
ρ, there is a unique solution u = (g,H) ∈ Dv,h ⊂ x−δHs,ke,b (M ;K) satisfying the
gauged supergravity equations Q(u) = 0 with the leading expansion of (g − h ×
1
4gS4 , H − 6VolS4) given by (15).
To prove the theorem, we will apply the implicit function theorem to the following
operator:
Qh,· ◦ (dQ)−1 : Hk(S6;V )× xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)→ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)
(v, f) 7→ Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1(f)
From the previous discussion, this map is well defined. The following is a conse-
quence of Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.8. The linearization of Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1 at point (v, f) = (0, 0) ∈ V ×
xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) is an isomorphism.
Proof. From Lemma 5.6 we know that at the point (v, f) = (0, 0) ∈ V×xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)
the linearization, which is the composition of linearized operators, is
d(Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1)(0,0) = dQh,0t,W ◦ (dQ)−1 = Id : xδH0,ke,b (M ;K)→ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K).

Lemma 5.9. For a given metric h, the map Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1 as an edge operator
varies smoothly with the parameter v ∈ V .
Proof. From the construction of (dQ)−1 we know it is an edge operator. And from
the discussion for Qh,0, this nonlinear operator is also edge. Now we we only need
to show that when the nonlinear operator Q applies to elements of type f + Pv, it
varies smoothly with the parameter v. This follows from the algebra property and
the fact that a second order elliptic edge operator maps from Hse (M) to H
s−2
e (M)
smoothly as shown in proposition A.2. 
Now as a direct result of the implicit function theorem, we now prove the main
theorem:
Proof of Theorem 1 . Using the implicit function theorem, we can find neighbor-
hoods of 0 ∈ V and f ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K), in this case, U1 = {v ∈ V : ‖v‖Hk(S6;V ) < ρ}
and U2 = {f ∈ xδH0,ke,b (M ;K) : ‖f‖xδH0,k
e,b
(M ;K) < ρ2}, such that the nonlinear map
Qh,v ◦ (dQ)−1 is a bijective smooth map on U2 for any v ∈ U1 . And this gives us
the parametrized map g from U1 to U2 such that
Qh,v(dQ)−1(g(v)) = 0.
And we can rewrite it as
Qh,0
(
(dQ)−1(g(v)) + Pv
)
= 0.
That is, for each parameter set v, u = (dQ)−1(g(v)) + Pv is the unique solution
in the space Dv,h ⊂ x−δHs,ke,b (M ;K). When the base metric is gH7 , since the
nonlinearity is quadratic, the leading order expansion of the solution is given by
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Pv. By continuity, (dQ)−1(g(v)) is O(x3+δ) when ‖g − h‖ and ‖v‖ is sufficiently
small. Therefore the leading order behavior is again given by Pv which is (15). 
Next we show that the solution obtained above is smooth if the boundary data
is smooth.
Proposition 5.10. If the boundary data v ∈ C∞(S6;V ), then the solution u is in
C∞(M ;K).
Proof. This is done by elliptic regularity. For any k,
‖u− (h× 1
4
gS4 , 6VolS4)‖x−δH2,k
e,b
(M ;K) ≤ C(‖v‖Hk(S6;V ) + ‖Q(u)‖xδH0,k
e,b
(M ;K)).
For the linearized operator we use the elliptic estimate for edge operators, and
the difference with nonlinear operator is lower order therefore can be controlled by
‖u‖xδH2,k
e,b
(M ;K) so it is absorbed to the left hand side. Since the estimate holds for
every k we get the smoothness of u. 
We can also obtain the polyhomogeneous expansion of the solution.
Proposition 5.11. When the boundary data v ∈ C∞(S6;V ), the solution u has
a classical polyhomogeneous expansion in the sense of [Mel93], with leading terms
given by (15) and the exponent of the logarithmic terms grows at most linearly with
the order.
Proof. We solve the problem iteratively to obtain a formal expansion. Denote the
base data u0 = (h×g 1
4
S4 , 6VolS4). For the first order problem, from the linearization
and its inverse construction, we have u1 = (g1, F1) as the leading terms of (15) such
that
Q (u0 + u1) = x
3+δe1, e1 ∈ C∞(M ;K),
which holds for any δ ∈ (0, 1). The next step is to solve the following equation
dQ(u2) = −x3+δe1
which gives u2 ∈ O(x3+δ). This way we solve away the x3+δe1 term and one possible
log(x) term appears because of the possible appearance of the next indicial roots.
By looking at the error term from Lemma 5.3 and 5.4, we have that the error term
(Q − dQ)(u0 + u1 + u2) consists of a 3rd order polynomial in the metric and its
inverse and is quadratic in the 4-form part. Therefore by using the estimate (A.1),
we have that
(Q− dQ)(u0 + u1 + u2) = Q(u0 + u1 + u2)−Q(u0 + u1) = u2P2(u1, u2) = x4+δe2.
Then iteratively we solve the equation
dQ(uk) = Q(
k−1∑
i=1
ui)−Q(
k−2∑
i=1
ui) = uk−1Pk−1(u1, . . . , uk−1),
where Pk−1 is a polynomial. Iteratively we can show that the right hand side has
a decay rate of O(xk+1+δ) because the lowest order term uk−1u1 in the polynomial
is of order at least O(xk+1+δ). And therefore apply the inverse of dQ we have
uk = O(xk+1+δ). Moreover we have an expansion for uk such that
uk =
∑
j
xsj,k(
∞∑
i=0
xiui,j,k), ui,j,k ∈ (log x)iC∞(M ;K),
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with sj,k being the indicial roots bigger than k + 1+ δ and each time the power of
log increases by at most one with the power of x. Combining all the terms
u ∼
∞∑
i=0
ui
we get the polyhomogeneous expansion. 
Finally we prove the main theorem for the original supergravity operator.
Proof of Theorem. From proposition 2.6, there is a diffeomorphism g → g˜ such that
we obtain the solution to the original supergravity equations S(g˜, H) = 0. The
parametrization of solutions (g,H) to the gauged equation is given in Theorem 1.
The regularity of (g˜, H) is the same as (g,H) because of the diffeomorphism. Since
g˜ and g differ by a lower order term O(x3+δ), they have the same leading order
expansion as (15). 
Appendix A. Edge operators
Proposition A.1. Hs,ke,b (M) is defined independent of the order of applying edge-
and b-vectors.
Proof. We prove it by induction. Take s = k = 1, using the commutator relation
[Ve,Vb] ⊂ Vb, we have
VeVbu = VbVeu+ V
′
bu, Ve ∈ Ve, Vb, V ′b ∈ Vb.
Therefore VeVbu ∈ L2(M) if and only if VbVeu ∈ L2(M) (since u ∈ H1b (M) is
implied by both sides.) For s, k > 1, for an arbitrary order of vector fields applied
to u, we use the commutator to reduce to the sum
∑s
i=0 Vkb V ieu and use the induction
that Hs,ke,b ⊂ Hi,ke,b for any i < s. 
Proposition A.2. Any m-th order edge operator P maps Hs,ke,b (M) to H
s−m,k
e,b (M),
for m ≤ s.
Proof. Locally, any m-th order edge operator P can be written as
P =
∑
j+|α|+|β|≤m
aj,α.β(x, y, z)(x∂x)
j(x∂y)
α∂βz
If we can prove for m = 1, P maps Hs,ke,b (M) to H
s−1,k
e,b (M), then by induction
we can prove for any m. Therefore we restrict to the case m = 1.
We just need to check that, for a function u ∈ Hs,ke,b (M), Pu satisfies
V iePu ∈ Hkb (M), 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1.
The we prove the proposition by induction on k. For k=1 case, since a boundary
vector field V ∈ Vb(M) satisfies the commutator relation V P = PV + [V, P ] where
the Lie bracket [V, P ] ∈ Vb, then
V P (u) = PV (u) + Vb(u)
by definition of u ∈ Hs,ke,b , both V (u) and Vb(u) are in Hse (M), therefore PV (u) ∈
Hs−1e (M).
If it holds for k − 1, then by the relation
V kb P (u) = V
k−1
b PVb(u) + V
k
b (u),
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since Vb(u) ∈ Hs,k−1e,b and from induction assumption PVb(u) ∈ Hs−1,k−1e,b , therefore
the first term V k−1b PVb(u) ∈ Hs−1e (M), and the second term is in Hse by definition.
Therefore Pu ∈ Hs−1,k−1e,b , which completes the induction. 
Proposition A.3. For sufficiently large k, r ≥ −3, and any s ∈ R, xrHs,ke,b (M) is
an algebra.
Proof. We first prove that, for the case r = −3, the b-Sobolev space x−3Hkb (M)
is an algebra for sufficiently large k. Working in the upper half plane model with
coordinates (x, y1, . . . yn, z1, . . . zn′). For any element f ∈ x−3Hkb (M), by definition,
its Sobolev norm is ∫
R+×Rn+n′
|V kb (x3f)|2x−7dxdydz
Since the commutator relation satisfies [Vb, x
3]f = x3Vbf + 3x
3f , the definition of
the Sobolev norm above is the same as∫
|x3(V kb f)|2x−7dxdydz
We do a coordinate transformation to change the problem back to Rm with m =
1+n+n′: let ρ = ln(x), then x∂x = ∂ρ. Therefore under the new coordinates, the
b-vector fields are spanned by (∂ρ, ∂y, ∂z). Let F be the function after coordinate
transformation
F (ρ, y, z) = f(eρ, y, z)
then from the discussion above we can see the norm for x−3Hkb (M) is characterized
by
‖f‖2x−3Hk
b
=
∫
R+×Rn+n′
|x3(V kb f)|2x−7dxdydz =
∫
Rm
|V kb F |2dρdydz <∞
which means F ∈ Hk(Rm). From [Tay11], the usual Sobolev space Hk(Rm) is
closed under multiplication if and only if k > m2 . Therefore, take two elements
f, g ∈ x−3Hkb (M), then the corresponding functions in Rm satisfy FG ∈ Hk(Rm).
It follows that fg ∈ x−3Hkb (M) by taking the inverse coordinate transformation.
Then it is easy to see that xrHkb (M) is an algebra for r > −3 from the result
above:
(A.1)
(xrHkb ) · (xrHkb ) = x3+r(x−3Hkb ) · x3+r(x−3Hkb )
⊂ x6+2r(x−3Hkb ) ⊂ xrHkb (M).
Now that we proved xrHkb (M) is closed under multiplication, then we want to
prove xrHs,ke,b (M) is also an algebra for any s. For any functions f, g ∈ xrHs,ke,b (M),
by Leibniz rule,
V je (fg) =
j∑
i=0
V ie (f)V
j−i
e (g)
where by assumption, both V ie (f) and V
j−i
e (g) are in x
rHkb (M), therefore their
product is also in xrHkb (M) from the above result. Hence we proved V
j
e (fg) ∈
xrHkb (M) for 0 ≤ j ≤ s, which shows fg ∈ xrHs,ke,b (M). 
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Appendix B. Computation of the indicial roots
B.1. Hodge decomposition. The system contains the following equations, where
the (i, j) notations mean the splitting of forms with respect to the product structure
of B7 × S4, i.e. H(i,j) has the form
∑
k fkαk ∧ βk, αk ∈ e ∧i H7, βk ∈ ∧jS4. Here
∆S4 ,∆H7 denote the Hodge Laplacians on S
4 and H7, and ∆rough denotes the
rough Laplacians. The derivation of the first two groups of equations below are
straightforward from the splitting of form degrees. And for the third group we
refer to the first group of equations in [Kan09, Theorem 5.1].
• From the first order equation
(7, 1) :
6dH7 ∗7 k(1,1) + 3dS4(TrH7(k)− TrS4(k))
∧
7V
+dS4 ∗H(0,4) + dH7 ∗H(1,3) = 0
(B.1)
(6, 2) : dS4 ∗H(1,3) + dH7 ∗H(2,2) + 6dS4 ∗7 k(1,1) = 0(B.2)
(5, 3) : dS4 ∗H(2,2) + dH7 ∗H(3,1) = 0(B.3)
(4, 4) : dS4 ∗H(3,1) + dH7 ∗H(4,0) +W ∧H(4,0) = 0(B.4)
• From dH = 0
dHH(0,4) + dSH(1,3) = 0(B.5)
dHH(1,3) + dSH(2,2) = 0(B.6)
dHH(2,2) + dSH(3,1) = 0(B.7)
dHH(3,1) + dSH(4,0) = 0(B.8)
dHH(4,0) = 0(B.9)
• From the laplacian:
1
2
∆rough
S4
kIj +
1
2
∆rough
H7
kIj + 6kIj − 3 ∗S4 H(1,3) = 0(B.10)
1
2
(∆S4 +∆
rough
H7
)kIJ − kIJ − 6TrS4(k)tIJ + TrH7(k)tIJ + 2H(0,4)tIJ = 0(B.11)
1
2
(∆rough
S4
+∆H7)kij + 4kij + 8TrS4(k)tij −H(0,4)tij = 0(B.12)
B.2. Indicial roots. Then we decompose further with respect to Hodge theory on
the sphere, and compute the indicial roots for each part.
(1) kˆIJ : trace-free 2-tensor on H
7
The equation is
(∆S4 +∆
rough
H7
− 2)kˆIJ = 0,
and the indicial equation is
(λ − s2 + 6s)kˆIJ = 0.
we have indicial roots
s = 3±
√
9 + λ
The first pair of indicial roots, when λ = 0, correspond to the perturbation
of hyperbolic metric to Poincare´–Einstein metric.
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(2) kˆij : trace-free 2-tensor on S
4
The equation is
∆rough
S4
kˆij +∆H7 kˆij + 8kˆij = 0
where indicial equation is
(λ− s2 + 6s+ 8)kˆij = 0,
indicial roots
s = 3±
√
17 + λ.
(3) H(4,0) with harmonic functions
We have
dH7 ∗H(4,0) +W ∧H(4,0) = 0(B.13)
dH7H(4,0) = 0(B.14)
The second equation can be deduced from the first one. And by applying
dH7∗S4 to the first equation, we get
(B.15) ∆H7H(4,0) + 36H(4,0) = 0.
Since the indicial operator for dH7 on a k-form is
I[d](s)w = (−1)k(s− k)w ∧ dx/x
Let
H(4,0) = T + dx/x ∧N
be the decomposition with respect to tangential and normal decomposition,
then the indicial equations are
−(s− 3)(∗S6N) ∧ dx/x− 6dx/x ∧N = 0
(s− 4)T ∧ dx/x = 0
where the first equation gives
(s− 3) ∗S6 N − 6N = 0
i.e. N is an eigenform of ∗S6 and the corresponding indicial roots are
s−3 = 3− 6i, N ∈
3∧
(S6); ∗S6N = iN ;
s+3 = 3 + 6i : N ∈
3∧
(S6); ∗S6N = −iN.
And plugging into the second equation, we have the vanishing of tangential
form
T = 0.
Therefore the kernel in this case is
H(4,0) = dx/x ∧N,N ∈ {
3∧
(S6), ∗S6N = ±iN}.
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(4) τ = 14TrS4(k), σ =
1
7TrH7(k), k(1,1), H(0,4), H(1,3) on eigenfunctions /
exact 1-form / coexact 3-form / exact 4-form
We have the following equations:
(B.16)
6dH7 ∗H7 kcl(1,1) + dS4(3TrH(k)− 3TrS4(k))
∧
7V + dS4 ∗Hcl(0,4) + dH7 ∗Hcc(1,3) = 0
(B.17) dH7H
cl
(0,4) + dS4H
cc
(1,3) = 0
(B.18) dH7H
cc
(1,3) = 0
(B.19) ∆S4k
cl
(1,1) +∆H7k
cl
(1,1) + 12k
cl
(1,1) − 6 ∗S4 Hcc(1,3) = 0
(B.20) ∆S4τ +∆H7τ + 72τ − 8 ∗S4 Hcl0,4 = 0
(B.21) ∆S4σ +∆H7σ + 12σ + 4 ∗S4 Hcl0,4 − 48τ = 0
First note that B.18 can be derived from B.17. Let Hcl(0,4) = dS4η, here
η is a (0,3)-form. Then Hcc(1,3) = −dH7η by B.18. Let f = ∗S4dS4η. Let
kcl(1,1) = dS4w, w is (1,0)-form. Put it back to B.16 we get
(B.22) 6dH7 ∗H7 dS4w+ dS4 ∗H7 (21σ− 12τ)+ ∗H7dS4 ∗S4 dS4η−∗S4dH7 ∗H7 dH7η = 0
Apply ∗H7 (∗2H7 = 1), we get
6 ∗H7 dH7 ∗H7 dS4w + dS4(21σ − 12τ) + dS4 ∗S4 dS4η − ∗S4 ∗H7 dH7 ∗H7 dH7η = 0
Then let η = ∗S4dS4ξ, ξ be a function, and pull out dS4
(B.23) − 6δH7w + (21σ − 12τ)−∆S4ξ −∆H7ξ = 0
and put the expression to B.19,
∆S4dS4w +∆H7dS4w + 12dS4w + 6 ∗S4 dH7 ∗S4 dS4ξ = 0
Apply δH7 and pull out dS4
(B.24) ∆S4δH7w +∆H7δH7w + 12δH7w + 6∆H7ξ = 0
Now B.20 becomes
(B.25) ∆S4τ +∆H7τ + 72τ + 8∆S4ξ = 0
And B.21 is
(B.26) ∆S4σ +∆H7σ + 12σ − 4∆S4ξ − 48τ = 0
Putting the above four equations together, and suppose the eigenvalue
of ∆S4 is λ, we get

12 + λ+∆H7 −48 −4λ 0
0 72 + λ+∆H7 8λ 0
21 −12 −λ−∆H7 −6
0 0 6∆H7 12 + λ+∆H7




σ
τ
ξ
δH7w

 = 0
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Removing the off-diagonal ∆H7 term in the last line by using the third line,
we get
(B.27)

12 + λ+∆H7 −48 −4λ 0
0 72 + λ+∆H7 8λ 0
−21 12 λ+∆H7 6
126 −72 −6λ −24 + λ+∆H7




σ
τ
ξ
δH7w

 = 0
The determinant, after putting in the indicial operator of ∆H7 , is
(B.28)
λ4 − 4S2λ3 + 24S ∗ λ3 − 90λ3 + 6S4λ2 − 72S3λ2
+ 342S2λ2 − 756S ∗ λ2 + 1152λ2 − 4S6λ+ 72S5λ− 414S4λ
+ 648S3λ+ 1152S2λ− 3024S ∗ λ+ 10368λ
+ S8 − 24S7 + 162S6 + 108S5 − 6192S4
+ 31536S3− 33696S2− 155520S = 0
Putting the lowest two eigenvalues for closed 1-form, we get the following
two pairs of roots: for λ = 16 the indicial roots are θ2 = 3±i
√
21116145/1655.
with kernel
ξ16 ∈
cl∧
λ=16
(S)
which is the closed 1-form on 4-sphere with eigenvalue 16. and the other
pair is for λ = 40 then
θ3 = 3± i3
√
582842/20098,
with kernel
ξ40 ∈
cl∧
λ=40
(S).
(5) H(3,1), H(4,0) with closed 1-form / eigenfunctions
We have
dS4 ∗Hcl(3,1) + dH7 ∗Hcc(4,0) + 64V ∧Hcc(4,0) = 0,(B.29)
dH7H
cl
(3,1) + dS4H
cc
(4,0) = 0.(B.30)
Let
Hcl(3,1) = dS4η
where η is (3,0), put into second equation to get
Hcc(4,0) = −dH7η
Put everything back to first equation, we get
dS4 ∗ dS4η − dH7 ∗ dH7η − 64V ∧ dH7η = 0.
Apply ∗S4 , and note ∗2S4 = (−1)k(4−k) = 1, δS4 = (−1)4(k+1)+1 ∗S4 dS4∗S4 =
− ∗S4 dS4∗S4 , ∆S4 = dδ + δd,
∗H7(−δS4)dS4η − dH7 ∗H7 dH7η + dH7η = 0
Then apply ∗H7 , note (∗H7)2 = 1, get
−∆S4η − ∗H7dH7 ∗H7 dH7η + 6 ∗H7 dH7η = 0.
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Let ∆S4η = λη
−λη −∆H7η + 6 ∗H7 dH7η = 0
The indicial equation: using I[d](s)w = (−1)k(s− k)w ∧ dxx ,
−λη + (s− 3)2η + 6(s− 3) ∗S6 η = 0
that is
(s− 3)2 ± 6i(s− 3)− 16 = 0
with roots
s = 3±
√
7± 3i.
(6) k(1,1), H(1,3), H(2,2) with coclosed 1-form / closed 3-form / coclosed
2-form
We have
(B.31) 6dH7 ∗H7 kcc(1,1) + dH7 ∗Hcl(1,3) = 0
(B.32) dS4 ∗Hcl(1,3) + dH7 ∗Hcc(2,2) + 6dS4 ∗H7 kcc(1,1) = 0
(B.33) dH7H
cl
(1,3) + dS4H
cc
(2,2) = 0
(B.34)
1
2
∆S4k
cc
(1,1) +
1
2
∆H7k
cc
(1,1) + 6k
cc
(1,1) −
1
2
∗S4 Hcl(1,3) = 0
First note that (B.31) can be derived from (B.32) Let Hcl(1,3) = dS4η, where
η is (1,2)-form. Then Hcc2,2 = −dH7η from (B.33). Put it to (B.32), dS4 ∗
dS4η − dH7 ∗ dH7η + 6dS4 ∗H7 kcc1,1 = 0. Apply ∗S4 , ∗H7 , get −∆S4η−∆H7η +
6∗S4 dS4kcc(1,1) = 0. Apply ∗S4dS4 again, get −∆S4(∗S4dS4η)−∆H7 (∗S4dS4η)−
6∆S4k
cc
(1,1) = 0. Combining with (B.34), and let λ be the eigenvalue for ∆S4
on coclosed 1-form, we get( −λ−∆H7 −6λ
−1 λ+∆H7 + 12
)( ∗S4dS4η
kcc(1,1)
)
= 0
The indicial equation is
λ2 − (36 + (s− 1)(s− 5) + s2 − 6s− 1)λ− (s− 1)(s− 5)(−s2 + 6s+ 1) = 0.
With smallest eigenvalue for coclosed 1-form to be λ = 24, indicial roots
are
s = 3±
√
±3
√
97 + 31
(7) H(2,2), H(3,1) with closed 2-form / coclosed 1-form
dS4 ∗Hcl(2,2) + dH7 ∗Hcc(3,1) = 0(B.35)
dH7H
cl
(2,2) + dS4H
cc
(3,1) = 0(B.36)
Apply dH7 and dS4 to the equations, we have
(B.37) dH7dS4 ∗Hcl(2,2) = 0, dS4dH7Hcl(2,2) = 0
let Hcl(2,2) = dS4η where η is a coclosed (2,1)-form, Putting it back, and
using dS4 is an isomorphism, dH7η = −Hcc(3,1). Then from first equation,
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dS4 ∗ dS4η− dH7 ∗ dH7η = 0, which is −∗H7 ∗S4∆S4η−∗S4 ∗H7 ∆H7η = 0 then
it requires ∆H7η = −λη. Putting λ = 4(k + 2)(k + 3), the result is
s = 3±
√
17.
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